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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Men and women live in a troubled and turbulent world, both outv:ra.l:"dly
and inwardly.

Some people are struggling constantly to overcome the deep

inner eonf'liets and fears in their lives and to seek the help and counsel

ot the one who is the most easily accessible, the parish minister.
'.lhe pastor, regardless of his training, does not enjoy the
privilege of electing "Whether or not he will counsel with his
people. 'Xhey inevitably bring their problems to him tor his
best guidance and wisest care. He cannot avoid this i f he stays
in the pastoral ministry. His choice is not between counseling
or not counseling, but between counseling in a disciplined and
skilled way and counseling in an undisciplined and unskilled way. 1
I.

STATm-IENT OF PURPOSE

It was the pu:rpose of this intensified research to make an investigation of ( 1) the principles and practices of pastoral care and counseling 11
and (2) the various aspects of premarital and marital counseling.
The over-ill purpose of this resea.roh was to acquire knowledge of
the principles and practices of pastoral care and counseling and to develop
skill in the specialized areas of this field of inte:rpersonal relationships.
The writer assumes the position of a conservative evangelical Protes•
tant.
II.

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

It was the conviction of the writer, based on investigation and study,
that a minister of the gospel must thoroughly understand himself, the dynamic

2

is tore-

processes
late

and his theology eff'ectively to others.

.Ill~ .Qt.

In his book, 13!f?iQ.

fas:tar&l Cm:melj,ni Howard J • Clinebell, Jr., says:
111

.w..M•~.z.•""''l:l'.l.-

as counselor
a unique self-understanding of
role, functions, and goals. A.s a olergyman,
un<:tel~S't~"'l<:.t:U~g obviously must have a theological base derived from.
his e:wareness of the grounding of' lfue:t he does in the ongoing life,
message, e:nd tradition of' the Churoh.2
Just as e: oa.rpenter needs a. variety of tools to he-.lp in
the minister also needs the tools and skills of counseling in order to
fulfill the goal of' pastoral care e:nd counseling-"presenting every me:n
perfect in Christ Jesus" (Colossians 1:28).
Pastoral care is as old as religion itself, but it takes on new
phases and meaning in the spectrum. of modem psychology and under the
stresses of modern life.

Some of these stresses are brought about by the

fact that people living in an urban nation are forced to live closely and
intimately with their neighbors.3 Pastoral care has changed fran the
minister's standpoint also.

Due to the complexities of the orge:nizational

structure of the modem church, the pastor's time and energy is spent in
administrative responsibilities rather t.ltan in pastoral work.
During the past fifty years the Protestant clergy have become
more e:nd more interested in ideas and less and less interested in
people as individuals; the result is that the art of pastoral work
and personal counseling has been lost. Our clergy have run hither

2Howard J. Clinebell, E&11A 'I'Jtpgp .Q! f.eufi.m:Al ~A.lml!ltl..;tn.g: (Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1966), P• 17.
3Russell L. Dicks, P&lto.ml ~ADd. li:!lt;t:IPnM Cpunse,Jj.ns' (!\few York:
1he r·iacmillan Company, 1944), P• ).

;)'"011 11 promoting this
that
have oome incr~E~asingly to
overlook the spiritual needs o:t the individual parishioner. 4

and

The reason for the developm.ant ot this situation is that the average minister is a:traid to come to grips with the problems of individual
not

has
trained in this area. 5
III.

LDfiTATIONS OF THE STUDY

This study dealt tdth only the basic principles and practices of
pastoral oare and counseling and tdth the special areas ot counseling
stated in the purpose of the paper.
IV •

l.fETHOD OF PROCEDURE

The material tor this in·vestigation vms gathered from four souroes-docu:m.entary material, lectures, correspondence, and personal interviews and
discussions.

Available books and periodicals of the area investigated in

notes were used from the lectures of Dr. David

s.

Brody in tl1e sGJ:ldnar

course, Personality Adjusb.uents and Counseling, offered at Portland state
College in the spring of 1966, and tile :notes fr<lli1 the two courses in Pastol"'al Counseling taught by Dr. Leslie Panott at "!estern Evangelical Seminary in the fall qu.artel"'s of 1965 and 1966.

The writer wrote to the

4
Frunily

for

Thn"h&l-n,

G.

S.mtlple of tllateriaJ.s

"'~"·""·""~;'<:' Inventori$S., n6 J.n. the ;dnter of 1966 the witer

en:titled

joined the Pastoral. Ps:;vcilology
in.g books in

na.r on

Cotmseling
""""·'"'"'"'"' disoussions 'ldth the writer's major professor, Dr. Nobel

v.

Sack, and otlters proved helpM in this investigation.
V.

care

DEFI!UTI01l OF TERMS

th.e over-all

t~ork

of the pastor tdth ind:ividua.ls as

preaching, teaching, church administration, and music.
"Pastoral care can be further subdivided into:

'pastoral calling' in

to

Pa::.toral care is the art of
inner meaning of
the Gospels to persons at tl1e point of their need. • • • Pastoral
care
not etpastoral theology," especiallY' llhen this tenn ueJao1•es
a
of principles for the conduct of a specific activity. Pasto...
ral care is more a :fUnction than an activity, more a living rela....,.,u;:u.L..A.!J than a theory or interpretation~' more a matter of being
It
the manifestation in the relationship betl.-reen
parsons, either individually or in groups, of a quality
of
lmich points to,
gi~es a basis in expe:rrlence for, the
realization of the love or God.

Appendix A.
?Russell L. Dicks, E;dDck;!J.eii! .l.lJ.d Pmgj;;iceu 9.t i:&storal ~

(Englewood Cliff's,

Jersey: Prentice•Hall, Inc., 196)), P• 18·19.

8carrol.1 A. tdse, lhe, MftaniM 9.t f,a§:tp,riJ. ~ (New York:
Rowt Publishers, 1966), P• 8.

Harper &

5
According to Dr. David

s.

Brody, Dr. Gilbert itlrenn defines counsel-

ing as follm:rs:
Counseling is a process involving a professional relationship
between two people in which the counselor uses various procedlll."es
of appraisal and therapy in an attempt to understand and to assist
the client to a better level of self-understanding and to a selfdetermined solution of his problem. or need. 9

Pastora.J. counseling is a process, regardless of the length of time,
in mich the pastor attempts to help a parishioner help himself in coping
with the problems that confront him in life and maturing in the Christian
faith, when certain conditions are met.
Pastoral counseling is the utilization, by a minister, of a
one-to-one or small group relationShip to help people handle
their problems of living more adequately and grow toward ful...
filling their potentialities. This is achieved by helping them
reduce the inner blocks which prevent them. from relating in
need-satisfYing lmys.10
VI.

STATEMJ22~T

OF ORGANIZATION

Chapter two contains the basic principles and practices of pastoral
care and counseling.
Chapter three is a. special study of the various aspects and procedures in premarital cou..Ylseling.

9Quotation from class lecture, Dr. David s. Brody, •'Seminara Pe:rsonality Adjustments and Counseling•'• Portland state College, April 1966.
10

Clinebell,

~·

..c.1:t,., P• 20.

6
Chapter tour contains a brief study of the different aspects of
marital counseling.

A summarization and conclusion of the entire researCh will be formed
in chapter five.

other areas for tu.rther investigation are also listed.

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF
PASTORAL CARE .1\llD COUNSELING

ER 1108 -- DIRECTED RESEARCH

D'J

r.tAJOR AREA OF THE
t'll'ORK OF THE CHURCH

C"nAPTER II
PRINCIPLES AliD PRACTICES OF
PASTOP1J\L CARE AND COUNSELING

administrator, and counselor, as well as other activities
eoncem.

in love

In all of his ministry the pastor endeavors to communicate the

gospel to persons at their point of ne$d through these roles

relation-

ships in order to assist them to grow and matu:re.
The 1.mderstanding of the principles and practices of pastoral care
and counseling will enhance the minister's effectiveness in

aspects of

outside.
Training in counseling enhances a
s effectiveness
as a renewal agent in the noncounseling aspects of his i.fOl•k-preach.ing, tsach.ing, calling, worship, administration, group
les.dership, evangelism, .family lite activities, social action,
ct'.'rlmlunity leadership, and the many noncounseling dimensions of
pastoral care. Counseling skills are basically skills in mlai!.iJ:l& and g~a:tinr in growth-stimulating ways.1
This Chapter has been subdivided into two sections to consider the
principles and practices of pastoral care and counseling.

I.

PRINCIPLES

care and counseling are closely interrelated

both

mean involvement in a relationship between two people; yet, they are not

9
identical..

In his book, .lhf.\ Heau:i..'l::l.i. .Qf ;e,a.stor&l

~,

Carroll A. lvise

points out:
Pastoral counseling should not be identified ~~th pastoral
care, but this is one of the many :toms of pastoral. care. Coun•
seling is a process by which a person canmunicates to the pastor
on the level of deep personal feelings in order to work out or
resolve a personal problem. . . . All pastoral counseling oug.~t to
involve pastoral care, but not i l l pastoral care is carried on
cou..."'lseling"
Pastoral care, as we are interpreting it, is :more than a ministry to persons in crises. It is also a :ministry to persons
at the point of growth,.2
Though pastoral care as a practice is as old as religion itself, it

has made its greatest advance since about 192,5.3 Richard

c.

Cabot, }f.D.,

a medical professor at Harvard t1edioal Ser'lool, advocated seminarians having training li.l(e medical students as early as 1922.

•'In 192.5 The Reverend

Anton T. Boisen, a
in a

hospital

in America. ul.f. Dr. Boisen, Dr.. Cabot, a.nd Dr.. Philip Guiles laid t..lte .foundation for clinical pastoral training and education.

"Hiltner,

and May
~:lho

is gener-

2earroll A. vlise, lhe, l:iaanini .Q! P&s:t.Qt&l, ~ (New York=
Row, Publishers, 1966), P• 6?-68.

Harper &

were all students at one time or another o£ Anton T. Boisen,
ally acknowledged to

the fat..h.er of clinical

3Russell L. Dicks, f:d..nc1Plas .AJld fmg;t;l.c.e§ ,Qf fa§irar&l ~ (Jmglawood Cliffs, r~aw Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 196:3), P• :18.

~., P• 19.,

10

sitions.
In Sl.'IZ!!maey, when pastoral care is viet-."EKi in historical perspective, it is seen to be a ministry of helping of a. quite
specific character. Troubled persons who at least implicitly
sense that their troubles involve the basic issues of human existence are dealt with pastorally in terms of their own individual circumstances. Christian pastoring is a helping act
performed by persons 'Who represent the resources, wisdom., and
authority of Christianity in one or another of its versions.
Healing, sustaining, guiding, and reconciling are the four
distinct pastoral :f'unotions. &.oh function uses more than one
mode and a mttltitude of means . . . . 6

There are four functions of pastoral care according to William A.
Clebsch and Charles R. Jaekle in their book, f&GQ%1\l
fe:t::§.Peqtiva.

~

J,n W.rlr;n:;i.cil

These four are healing, sustaining, guiding, and reconciling.

HEALING is t.ltat function in 'Which a representative Christian
person helps a debilitated person to be rerlored to a condition
of wholeness, on the assumption that this restoration achieves
also a. new level of spiritua.l insight and welfare. • ••
SUSTAINING consists of helping a hurting person to endure
to transcend a. cirat.m1stance in which restoration to his former
condition of recuperation fran his malady is either impossible
or so remote as to seem improbable ••••
GUIDING consists of assisting perplexed persons to make confident choices between alternative courses of thought and action,
1-ih.en such choices are viewed as affecting the present and future
state of the soul. •••
RECONCILING • •. seeks to re-establish broken relationships between man
fellow man and bet~-een man and God. • •• 7

6t'Tilliam. A. Clebsoh, and Charles R. Jaekle, faa:t.otal ~ .1u
Ili§;tQ.l';iaJ, fa;ts;p,e~ (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1964), P• 10.

7_~., P• 8-9·

11

Hotva:rd J. Clinebell calls it,

a~

ancient fUnctions of pastoral

c~.

essentially methods of fulfilling these
He illustrates this well in diagram-

matic fom.a

l:&llim::al ~
JD.mgtign

&!~t.U"IU

Hie~!al.

G.gynifil;Lpg
EXQl'J.UU!;i.Gm

~S§i,on§

Healing

Anointing, exorcism.,
saints and ~lies,
charismatic healers

Depth counseling (pastoral
psychotherapy); spirltual
healing

Sustaining

P~serving,

consoling,
consolidating

Supportive counseling;
crisis counseling

Guiding

Advice-giving, devll•
craft, listening

Educative counseling;
Short•tem decision making;
~age counseling

Reconciling

Confession, forgiveness,
disciplining

Confrontational counseling;
superego counseling;
marriage counseling;
existential counseling
(reconciliation tdth God)

The field o£ pastoral

c~

takes in two main areas:

ca..Uingt* and npa.storal counseling."
fourteen

di.:tfe~nt

••pastoral

These two subdivisions consist o£

situations, according to Russell L. Dicks, in lihich

every pastor must have scm1e knowledge and skill.

They are as follows:

12

II. Pastoral Counseling

I, Pastoral Calling
The Pastor Goes to the People:
1. The Dying
2. The Grief' Suf'f'ering
3. The Physically Ill
4. The Slut-In
5• The Older Person
6. The F.lvangelistio Cill
7. The Routine Call

The People Come to the Pastor:
1. Pre-marital Guidance
2. Marriage Counseling
3. The Alcoholic
4. The Relative of the Alcoholic
5. The Anxiety Sufferer
6. The Depressive
7. The Unwed ?{other 9

The modem minister also faces the hanosaXI.UIJ., the dope addict, the
sterile couple, and other difficul.t problems.
The effectiveness of the pastor's outreach in the field will depend
on how

1i7ell

he defines and develops his relationships through perception,

empathy, and communication with the people.

The basic assumption of' pastoral counseling is that it has the same
aim as the church, that of' bringing people to Christ and Christian fello"W'ship.
Se-vrard. Hiltner gives six basic assu.mptions ldlich need to be consi•
deredr
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There are five principles of pnco'l:mseling work accol"ding to
Seward Hiltner.

that it can

First, help should be offered in such a

be refused or accepted.

state the facts, do not judge, and let the

counselee know that this is their decision, not yours.

&cond, make it

clear that you 1-rl.ll understand any attitude that they may have.
deny explicitly incorrect expectations.

Third,

Fourth, after defining the situ-

ation, be willing to wait tor the person to come for help.

Fimtlly, be

alert to evidencss of a person wanting help, but do not exploit them until
the

is ready,.11
Preoo'l:mseling principles and counseling principles an veey similar.

Both focus attention on the person" s situation

behind it.

Both emphasize how the parishioner feels and the communication of the
reality

understanding.

special freedoms

Dr.

Both cla1•ify elements of confiiot

establish

special l:imitationa.12

E. Tyler, in her book entitled lhe.

~sa':

Jih.a Cs:.mn,se,lm:,

stresses common principles rather than outlining certain methods ot counseling.

~iA"t.t:e~Wf

Hiltner, Eastwal

1949), P• 20-25.,
11

~., P• 128-1)1.

'-~., P• 1)1.

Qgmasel~i O~ew

York:
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First, counseling is more a matter of vfuat one perceives or
comprehends than it is of what one says or does. ••• Second,
success in counseling depends more upon personal qualities in
t.t,e counselor than upon correct use of specitied techniques.
Warmth, responsiveness, and sincerity are essential. ••• TI1ird,
there are individual differences in what counselors do and in
how clients respon~" so that every interview is actually a
unique experience. J

five other i.mportant principles of counseling, whioh are as follows:
1.
2.

Counseling is more than advice""giving.
Counseling involves mol"e than itnmedia.te solution.
Counseling concerns itself ~lth attitudes rather than
actions.
4, Ccnmseling is emotional l"ather than purely intellectual
attitudes ~hich a~e the material for the counseling process.
5• Cpunsel:tng inevita.bly involves relationships between
people.14

Counseling is important because it focuses upon and meets the needs
of the individual persons.

'.Ihrough counseling the pastor or counselor is

able to work on highly intimate problems.

Counseling is also important

because it is a relationship which has two-way com:munieation, as well as
catharsis of tears and confiicts.

Thus, it has a depth aspect which per-

mits more grovrth than a. sermon or lecture, which is one-way cO!:l'mlunieation.
Stanley E. Anderson states that counseling em.ula.tes Christ's ministry,
it multiplies friends, strengthens Churches, and lengthens pastorates.15
13teona E. Tyler, .::tbA ~ J.tC :t11.a Cmm&Utlo;s: (second edition; New York:
Appleton... Cent~Crotts, Inc., 1961), P• v•vi.
14-Quota.tion from class lecture, Dr. David s. Brody, "Seminar: Personality Adjustments and Counseling," Portland state College, April 1966.
15stanley E. Anderson, E.tary fasj;or A .Qmms!lor ('Wheaton:
Press, 1949), P• 25-31.

Van Kampen
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He also states that counseling is the best method of soul-winning, for it
was used by <llrist with Nicodemus and the Samaritan woman.16
Counseling, as 1-1ell as most of the pastoral ministry, involves
listening, not speaking or preaching.
• • • But listening in understanding love is not less a ministry
of the ~-lord of Love than is proclaiming the love of God from. the
pulpit. Indeed, preaching, except for persons with inhibitions
of speech, is far easier and entails less personal. stress than
the ministry to individuals in time of' deep need. This is one
reason my so many t•preachers" do so little and such poor work
~dth individuals •••• 17

People will usually turn to someone they know. and this could
naturally be the minister.
like and respect.

They will take their problems to someone they

People turn to Christian leaders for help men they feel

that person is interested in counseling and is competent.

People will seek

that person Who observes the standards of' professional ethics.

Finally,

they will seek the counselor 'Who knows God.18
When the minister desires to reach out beyond himself to help others,
it is a sign that he has a healthy personality.

The counselor that is a true man of' God w:t11 possess Godly wisdom
that is pure, peaceable, gentle, full of' meroy and good fruits, and without

16

~., P• 97•

17\V:tse, .s?.U• ,gU., P• J•
18Clyde M. Narramore, .:rh.a Po;gholggy .Q.t Cgunselina; (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan PubliShing House, 1960), P• 14-17.
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hypocrisy and partiality.

Essentially, he must have a vital and creative

Christian experience and rely upon God for the effectiveness of his eoun...
seling ministry.

He must then tully understand himself as a man and a

person before entering into experiences with others in a pastoral relation•
ship.

"u•

He needs to know his motive for being in the ministry, and that

our ministry is

not~

ministry, but the continuation

ministry in us through His Spirit.tt19 Therefore, he is not to ta~e the
place of God in the passing of judgments or moralistic preachments since
he is only a representative of Christ.
The minister as a counselor must be a good listener, one Who understands, one Who can communicate acceptance, understanding, and feeling.
His total personality will hinder or help the effectiveness of his coun•
seling.

The important qualities of the minister who is a. counselor eouJ.d

be Sl.:lrllmed up in the words of 'William E. Hulme:
••• The Pastoral counselor is a person and the counseling process can hardly be discussed apart from the personality of the
counselor. The pastor's spirit is the power behind the method.
The lmmth of his bearing, the sincerity of his intention, and
the depth of his spirituality are traits that cannot be manufactured by methods; they are perceived in ways other than the
spoken word. Yet they and not the method make the pastor. 20

there is much emphasis today on the "role of the minister."

The pastor

1>dll need to forget his role at times and give himself sincerely and

19wise, ~· .Qit.., P• 6.

20wm:tam E•. Huhta, .Crums.t.lint: Jilllri lbefU.caa (Philadelphia:
Muhlenberg Press, 1956), P• 21.
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spontaneously if there is to be effective counseling 'Whic..h. will produce
gro~rl:.h

and maturity.

\<ihen the pastor forgets his "role" and learns to give himself-however little he has--genuinely, honestly, and spontaneously, as
God gave himself in Christ, than the Gospel w1ll become a 1:\:rlng
issue 1<r..ith people. Fear of honest spontaneity in h'\Wan relationships is basically fear of the Holy Spirit and of its power in
human life. It is the letter, the role, that kills; but the Spirit
gives life.21
If tJte minister is to be an effective counselor, he must be W19ll
trained in the psychology of counseling.

He should have some knowledge

of the Freudian and Rogerian methods of counseling.

Saminary training is

not adequate in itself for this special :function of pastoral care.

The

minister should continue to educate himself by systematic reading of books
and periodicals and

attending professional seminars, academic courses,

or taking clinical pastoral training.
area of counseling are lbA

rl~

!4.

~ro

excellent periodicals in the

~ ~

and f&!iltOl"&l fsya'bglQfLY•

The minister's best religious resources for pastoral counseling are
prayer, the Bible, religious literatu.re, Christian doctrine, and the sacraments.22

The minister must be aware of his limitations and advantages as a
counselor.
~ne

training.

minister is limited because of the laCk of time and the lack of
His role as the representative of ethical values hinders some

21Wise, DJi4• .QU., P• 60.
22Hiltner,

.Qp.•

ill•, P• 226.
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.from coming to him..
counseling.

His responsibll.ities to home

ehurch limit his

The transference o.f' affections or feelings of hostility in

longer counseling periods limit his sessions to shorter periods.
a minister

Because

not charge ordinarily for counseling, the effectiveness of

some oases is limited du& to lack of payment.
t.h.e minister is trusted; has established relationships in
the community; has family contacts; is present in the crises o£ sicknesst
bereavement, and accidents; is readil.y available; is properly trained; and
due to his role as representative o:r spiritual values in the community, the
minister has several strategic advantages as a counselor which he should
utilize.
His limitations should keep him away from long-tam counseling.

His

advantages should cause him to utilize the types of counseling which use
the ancient functions of pastoral care.

There are several precautions which the pastor-counselor :must :realize.
Counseling is not psychiatry, and the minister must recognize this.

The

minister needs to remember to strive for thoroughness which can be accom•
plished by keeping accurate records.

It is

~t.lse

to avoid embarrassing sit-

uations in lihich malicious charges could be made by unscrupulous people.
The counselor cannot know all, see all, and tell all.
to

He should remember

without ceasing and trust the Holy Spirit for guidance. 23 The pastor

should beware of talking too mU<".h or talking about himself, passing judgment,
minimizing t..'f.te problem, and being too defensive.

2)Anderson, Jm• ili•, P• 8Q-88.

CQm:!§Ch~

The

co1LUU'ieJ..ee

as a person has certain basic emotional needs--love,

security, a sense of personal worth,

reseni:m~C:Jnt;

hostility;

the
of his

total

Carroll A.

Personality is tha expression
the
the total f'l1"Jett:~'l't"l
in its relation to its total environment, particularly in relation
to
person
motivated by deep physical, emotional

spir1.tual needs t..fu.ioh may be frustrated or satisfied., • ., • 24

William E. Hulme has listed the needs of the counselee as a person
in still a different -vm.y:

" • ., • ( 1) The

for a listener. (2)

ter must consider them, for it may mean the difference

bet~~en

£aLlure and

success
sional ethics.

First, confidential treatment should

given to all per-

sonal
should be
taken

o~.se

material

24carroll
itlise,
~~: Its .,...,~, ........,,..
(New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers• 1951), P• 38.
2..5trulm.e, g,g,• .d.:t,., P• 20.

In
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1.
2.

3•

Do not use material from oases you are ~~l!: carrying.
Do not use material s1m~la.r to that of any current ease.
Do not always reveal that the source of your illustration

stems from counseling.
4. In any event, ch~ ig,ent~tying WOmUi.Qtl• 26
Fourth, do not talk about other counselors to oounselees.
discuss other o11ents to them.

Fi:f"th, do not

Sixth, be sure that you do not touch a.

counselee Ul'U"leoessal"Uy, especially someone of the opposite sex.
be sure that the place used to counsel is an appropriate place.

Seventh,
Fina.lly,

the pastor as a counselor should recognize his limitations in training and
abllity.27

An ef:f"eotive counselor will consider the details o:f" a counseling

situation which include:

setting up the appoin"bnent. preparing for the

interview, beginning the interview1 detemining the length of the interview1
closing the interview, recording the interrlew1 and handling persistent

'Ibe counselor should be ready for the counselee when he arrives,
get right to the subject and not discuss the
:f"alse ef:f"ort o:f" building rapport.

successful counseling.

.@•

ill•,

27JJ;d.d., P• 24-29.

2B.J:P.14.' P• JO.

in great detail in a

'Ibe counselor should guard against in-

terruptions and establish time limits.

26Na:rram.ore,

t~ather

P• 26.

i l l of the above are essential to
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"Pastoral counseling is a process, Whether it lasts ten minutes or
a hundred hours. 11 29
quire

ti.uu~,

Since it is a process and not a lecture, it will re-

energy, and discipline.

This process begins ,,Jhen the person recognizes a need and comes to
the pastor requesting help.

In tum, the pastor must get the counselee to

accept thl'l!l problem

People's problem.s are serious and they should be deal.t with
seriously. r1ost difficulties have been a long time in making-and it will take time to resolve them. A counselor is never at
his best until he recognizes the fact that counseling is a process-not a lecture.JO
"Counseling should never be thought of as the application of a given
set of techniques to a personality.u31

In the process the counselor must

consider the counselee as a person, seek to understand and accept his feel-

ings, needs, and aspirations, and try to help him help himself meet his
need.

The center of the process is what goes on beb:reen the counselor and

counselee.
Counseling is an activity, not a. profession. It is a process
of relationship between one 'OOho seeks and one 'OOho gives help,
carried out as a more or less prominent, more or less tim.e•
consuming, aspect of the professional activities of the helper.
What distinguishes al.l counsaling from manipulative procedures
is that the help required is or suoh nature as to imply initiative on the part or the person seeking help.32

29Hiltner,

.Q:Q.•

~., P• 94.

JONarram.ore, ~· ,git., P• 39·
31tVise, fast~ ~w i.U£b
32Hiltner, ~· ~., P• 95·

.Q:Q.•

~., P• 66.

The counseling relationship is intangible.

m,.hatever

relation-

ship, it is partially the resu.lt of reactions of t:he cotmselee to v.!hatever
feelings and attitudes the counselor presents."33
pr:l"ile fUnction of the relationship is to strengthen
1:ihioh the maturing processes are achieved.

self by

Another word for this is rein-

foroemant.
The relationship may be formed in an informal way or through a
routine oal.l; but regardless of how the relationship is formed, there must
be a rapport between the pastor and counselee.

Rapport is a satisry:tng

emotional relationship between two or mora people.

It involves feelings

of affection, security, confidence, and trust in the counselor, and the
counselor's acceptance of the counselee as he is.

The more emotionally

and spiritually mature the pastor is, the mora he will be able to accept
and understand the feelings and attitudes expressed tcnmrd him by different
individuals. 34
'visa suggests three possible attitudes Which the pastor may take
counselee in this relationship:

(1) acceptance of the counselee

as a person (also approval or disapproval); (2) f'reedo:m to permit the
counselee to arrive at the solution of his problem; e,nd (3) :mutuality,
liliah means that the counselor is 1rdth the parson constantly in feelings

23
to considar also haw much dependence at1d responsibUity

wants the counselee to

A good stlm:t'llal""J of t.lJ.e past.oral counseling relationship is found in

Th.e oerson-to-person relationship is the basic therapeutic
Indeed. the general
pastoral relationship is t.he keystone in the entire arch of the
minister's activities. The central problem of the pastor is
not ll:that he does for people nor ;yst v.:ihat he does to people, but
'l'lhat he is to people. A ver;r heavy responsibility is placed on
hi.?!l by virtue of his oalli..'l'lg. • • •. The minister Who is in his
general pastoral relationships, in his preaching, in his calling,
in his other acti.v"i.ties presents his people a relationship grounded
in unde:rstandingll acceptance and affection, Who permits his people
themselves, mo allows them dependance upon him.
freedom to
-vmera such dependence fits a real need, but also permits them to
accept responsibility for t.'~-u~mselves in every point
that is
possible; •••• w111 find that he
people in every phase of
his ministry.) 6
element~ in the entire counseling process.

The goal. of pastoral counseling is more than the old philosophy of
gaining insight of the problem or being client-centered.

The new philoso-

phy and goal of pastoral counseling as suggested by Dr. Clinebell is that
"Counseling, ... , aims at helping a person dea.'l constructively wit.'ll his
imm.ediate problems, cope with a crisis, make a decision, face responsibilities, make amends for destructive actions, or do
to do.n3'7

~at

he has been afraid

It is person-centered in that it endeavors to get t..l,.e person to

3.5.Ib,;kl., P• 45-.54•

3 6~., P• 63-64.
3'7c:t.inebell, .QU• ,.d..t., P• 33·
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exercise his own God-given abilities, and as a result, gain strength and
confidence in himself to be able to handle whatever confronts him in lif'e ..
The supreme goal o:f counseling is "to present every man perfect in
Christ Jesus*' (Colossians 1128).

Perfect means mature or complete in this

situation.

npastoral counseling recognizes that all healing and growth are ot
God.

Unless the God-given resources tor healing within the person and his

relationships are released by the removal ot whatever has blocked them, no
healing can ocour.'*38

Dr. Leslie Parrott states:

*'God has endowed man

with a capacity to gain insight into his own problem if' he can articulate
the problem in a no:n-judgmental atmosphere. u39
II.

PRACTICES

The pastor, who is a spiritually mature individual and who knoli."S his
own qualificatiorus; 1 skills, training, inclinations, and limitations, is
ready to start pastoral counseling.
stanley E. Anderson suggests three ways to begin counseling:

( 1)

by the recommendations of friends and church people; (2) by cooperation
with professional services; such as doctors, lawyers, psychologists and
psychiatrists; and (3) by correlating it with church services. 40

38~, P• 48.
39Quotation from class lecture, Dr. Leslie Parrott, "Pastoral Counseling," itlestern Evangelical Seminary, November 196.5.
40
Anderson, .sm,. .o.1.:t,., P• 40-45.
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'!he church people and workers know parsons that may need help and
can recommend them to the pastor.

'!he pastor will get opportunities by

having a close personal acquaintance and agreement lf.lth doctors,
psychologists, and psychiatrists.
knOll that he is interested.

It is

~Yell

la~Jers,

for the minister to let them

'!he minister can correlate counseling into

his church services by inviting people to discuss their problems during
church hours, by giving such hints in the bulletin as "Hours for Counsel•
ing" or "For Personal Conferences," and by listing church hours and phone
number in the ne1-rspaper along with the church advertisement.
Essentially, a minister who is qualified to start counseling must
make it kno'Wn that he is available.

'!he pastor helps people in counseling by recognizing whatever problem they may have through listening, accepting the person as they are,
understanding the person, and identifying himself with that person in an
attempt to assist him. to a self-determined solution.
ing will vaey acco:rding to the case.

The goals of counsel•

Russell L. Dicks lists the following:

••• '!he goal in marriage counseling would always be reconcUia.tion and the rebuilding of the marriage • •••
The goal in ministering to the sick is to deal l>rith whatever
destructive emotions are there. • ••
The goal of the pastor in :ministering to the dying is to deal
with guilt feelings, loneliness and regret and to support and to
strengthen faith so that the patient dies with courage strong and
dignity intact looking forward 1-rith hope and not backward with
regret. •••
Our goal in ministering to senior citizens is to deal with the
corroding influence of loneliness and help give time meaning ....
Th.e goal. in routine calling is to establish or strengthen the
relationship. •••
The pastor's goals with the alcoholic are sobriety and a healthy
life. •••

26
goal of working 1dth the pregnant girl out of ~Yedlook
to help her and her family to formula.te a. plan of action, and to
restore the girl's self•oon:f'idence. ••• 41
pastot~

helps people largely by listening, reflecti.'l'lg their

feeling, and saying a
sary.

liOrd

of' encouragement in the hard places 1-Jhen neces-

Anderson emphasizes that:

'Ihe counselor should listen, sh.mr no authority, give no advice,
not argue, talk only to aid or relieve or praise or guide the
client and to clarif,y his problems. The counselor must not hurr.y
t.lte client by expressing his deeper feelings for him before he is
ready to reveal them himself. To do so arouses his defense mechanism and this retards a cure. stay vdth the client emotionally but
do not hurry him, nor talk too much.42
E§sent;l.al

01aaBtAfiili .o.t: Qpunwimr Int"We.w

Dr .. Tyler reiterates that the qualities upon which the counseling

interview

are the basic attitudes of' understanding and acceptance,

and the skill of communicatio:t'l•43

These three are intricately bound to-

gather.
Acceptance involves:

(1) the willingness to allow i.'ldividuals to

differ in various ways; and ( 2) a resJ.iza.tion tr.at each person has a cam.plex pattern of striving, th:inking 11 and feeling.

It is not synon:ymous

td th approval.

Acceptance does not involve either approval or disapproval of
the particular aspects of a client's personality or conduct ••••
It is the personality f/.13 a lfuole, not any one facet of' it, that
the counselor accepts.44

41Dicks, m4•

42Anderson,

.w,., P•
Jm.• ,m.,

85-87.
P• 48.

43Ty-ler 11 ~· .;;1t,., P• 2li-32.

~., P• 26.

Acceptance is :more an attitude fim."ing from the "..... ~. . . .,
e:xperienoe than it is a. skill to be learned.,

s own life

The minister must first

accept himself before he can aooept set1eone else.
Understanding involves grasping clearly
ing to convey.

the counselee is try-

This :means more than understanding facts, but

attitudes and feelings also tltrough a sharing process.

"•••

u:nc:te:x~st.D.n<:tl.lkg
oo~1seling

is

basically a par.;gn;d;mY. task.n4.5 Perceptual means learning to say the right
thing at the right mo:ment and is aooo:mplished by listening, watching, and
understanding.

Dr.

w~se

suggests:

There are two sets of questions which the counselor should con•
stantly keep bef'ore him. 'lbe f'irst, ••V<ih.at is the person trying to
communicate and 'What are his problems in communicating effectively?"
•••
second set of' questions: "~hat am I communicating
this
person and 'What should I communicate to him? \\bat are my problems
in communicating samething which 1ctill
helpful?" Here we 111ust
remember that the perscm is listening to us vdth his :feelings as
well as l-rith his ears. 46
basic skill of

oo~~seling

is communication.

Communication is

the conveying of' e:A."Perience through elaritication and. reflection of' feeling.
This is a diff'icult task that involves listening; which in tum, requires
attention, concentration, interest, and tension.
two-way response.

Dr. David

s.

Communication implies a

Brody says that it is far better to make a

few mistakes in communication than it is to lose one's spontaneity.47

45~., P• 29•
46'ldse, Eaatow ~tl!el w,

.Q;Q•

m,.t., P• 7.

4
7Quotation from class lecture, Dr. David s. Brody, "Seii'lina.r: Personality Adjustments and Counseling," Portland state College, April 1966.

Every counseling situation involves em.otions, interpersonal relationships, and disciplined conversation.
disciplined conversation

~miCh

Russell Dicks lists the tools of

help to build strong interpersonal relation-

ships.
1.
2.
).

Ask a question
Art of Supposing
Ref"lect

6.

9· Leave or end interv:tew48

4. Grunt

S•

Prayer

7. Make another appointm.ent
8. Refer

Waiting silence

In i l l counseling situations, it is important that the pastor start

where the counselee is, not were he is.

'Ih.is will dem.and a genuine inter-

est in the person and will strengthen the rapport.

Any person that com.es to a pastor comes because he has confidence in
him; thus, he deserves the best and complete attention of the pastor.

A

person will readily sense whether or not the counselor is listening wholeheartedly to what is being said.
The giving of the counselor's undivided and complete attention is
one of the basie principles of counseling and will take real effort and
concentration on the part of the pastor. 49

To give the best of one's

attention, it is important to eounsel in an appropriate plaee that will
permit this.

48n:teks, .QJl• ill•, P• 92.

49Narramo~, ~· ill•,

P• 40.
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There is real value in talk::lng and discussion, for talking is thinking.

People need to sift their thoughts.

is a real release of pent-up emotions.
selee's think::lng.

Verbalization of one's feel::lngs

It will help to clarify the coun-

Talking is also therapy and catharsis, which. will help

in personal adjustment.

Narramore says, "THIS IS COUNSELINGt".50

The wise counselor will not jump to conclusion at the outset of a
counseling situation but w:U1 wait for the real problem.

Th.e people that

come for counseling will usually feel ill at ease or embarrassed; thus,
they will 1;:le reluctant to share the real problem.

Also, they may not be

sure mat the real problem is or of the pastor's ability to handle their
specific problem.

Th.e problem may be too painful to talk about because

they are not sure of the counselor's attitude.

If the counselee senses a

non-accepting or a condemnatoey attitude, he will not come to the real need.
Thus, it is extremely important to wait for the real problem to be talked
out, or the counselee will go away without receiving the help for Which. he
came and needed.

Silences or pauses are vital parts of the counseling
Rather than

a:f":t>aid of them, the counselor should accept them and take

advantage of them by giving close attention to the person's facial expressions
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and by trylng to sense his feelings.

Silences only become a problem as

they erea.te anxiety in the counselor.

The problem with the inexperienced

or beginning emn1selor is that he feels threatened by silences and does not
t,heir va.l'l:l$; hence, he endeavors to keep the process moving by
ta.licing.

must have a good ••-..Hetandress Coefficient--the ability
to focus outside hi.Tilself.•w.51
minister

~dll

It he has unresolved problems of his o-vm, the

not be able to focus properly on the client• s problem and

should :not attempt to counsel under these circumstances.
In focusing on the client 9 s problem,. the minister should not refer
to personal experiences because the elitmt• s problem is unique to hilu and
his background

dif'fere11to

If the minister ex:peots to help others, he

must first resolve his own problems by casting them upon Christ, for
eareth for us (I Peter .5t7h
lives unto

then

'WE.'l

"Vhen

li'E!

have committed every detail of our

ldll be able to focus our attention on the client••

ImePllri!l&e .:ilel.t·Bel:Lanoe
Counseling is a maturing process e.nd should help the counselee to
overcame dependency upon the counselor and to develop self-reliance.
strange as it may seEm, the pastor can help people too much

.51Clinebel1, 9».- .d.i•, P• 296 •
.52Narram.ore,. .ml• ill•, P• 88.

As

thus hinder

J1
the development o£ self-reliance.

He should constantly check himself to

see if he is enocmraging the counselee to accept responsibUities mich aid
in personality grmrt.h. and self-reliance.

selor is to
causes,

~\en

•~Your

responsibility as a ooun-

the 'patient' delineate his problem, faoe it,
take positive steps toward healthy, Wholesome, Christian liv-

ing.,t•53
The pastor

is effective in counseling will encourage his coun•

selees to develop sel£...reliance.

questions do not necessarily demand direct anm.;ers..
be handles

They can

u""'"""'"''H and for getting to the counselee's real problem.•

A pastor vdll need to

sensitive also to motives behind the questions,
trying to test the counselor tor his approval or

acceptance.

Involvement in the counselee's problem is a nec&ssity.,

The extent

ot involvement-""ll!entally, emotionally, spiritually, and physically-"""r.Ul be
s maturity in these areas.

The pastor Should be

careful not to became so closely identified 'td.th the pl"'blem o£ the oounthat
must

53~., P• 90 ..

54~., P• 96-97 •

Yet, the
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volvement:
Fggu,s. ~ oi\:tJ:sl)J'l't1.Qn .sm.
~Ql.UlMJ,jng ~gges§..
ReiJ.:\:&g ~ A ;Q§D>OD t § ;gni'Qrt;una:t,g U'Wa'tipn 1§. ll.Q.t Jm~~ .1i.Q bjm.,
3· 13a&lizg .tll.&t. ghjgg:t,ild.:t.J; 11. 6Wom &Ah:\eus:l :tbmWI:h ~
:'to

2.

.Q},Qe idatiit:\:f.l~gn.
4. Commit !h.! J?l:Obls ~ :th! Lord. SS
Imd&I'Uni ~

budgeting of time is vital to t.l-te effectiveness of the total
pastoral eare and counseling progra.ttt.

Counseling takes time.

setting

o:f regular hours in whiah t..'he minister 1-dll be available in his oi'fice
can be of great valua.*'S6 Regular hours, suah as .from three to five o'clock
in the afternoon, could be posted on the church bulletin board or on the
office door.

It is well to encourage the mald.ng cf appointments.

'Ihe counselor will need to budget the interview also.
breakdot.m. of the time could be;

A possible

the first thirty minutes of the intervietv

be given to the counselee to pour out his feelings and emotions; the next

fifteen to twenty minutes (of the first intervievr only)

used for ques-

tions

used for posi-

a.nm>1ers; and the final ten to fifteen minutes

tive sta.tements.S7
~About

eight to t'm!llve hours a Wl!lek is probably the most the pastor
ahurch

ss~.,

98.

56Oates, .9.U•
57~.,

sal:b.i.d.,

ill,., P• 98.

119-121.
P• 106.

a.ble ·to devote to counseling.
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Keeping confidences is an important practice in pastoral care and
counseling,

Because of the many contacts through counseling, the minister

has the resources for many illustrations.

Dr. Oates gives guidelines for

the keeping of confidences in the use of illustrations in preaChing.

First,

it is wise to us& only those illustrations whose traits are positive, in-

pemission to use an il.1ustration.

Third, rather than to use personal

illustrations from counseling, it is better to use illustrations .fran biographies,. poetry-, and novels.
counseling session.

Fourth, avoid turning preaching into a

Finally, do something in preaChing that will cause

people to trust you and have confidence in you as a counselor. 59 The pastor
'Who has a sympathetic, understanding,. and accepting attitude will find that
people will come more readily to him. fo:t> counseling than to the pastor Who
lashes and whips the people with his tongue.

The use o£ infomation is a vital part o£ the practice of counseling.
The minister :must be in touCh with various infomation in counseling; suCh
as, inf'omation on sex in marriage, vocational and educational materials,
as well as other subjects.

Dr. Tyler recommends that inf'ormation used in

counseling should have the characteristics of accuracy (and be free from
bias), recency, and availability. 60

.59lb,1d. ' p. 88-89.
60 Tyler, ~· ~., P• 181-183.
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still another aspect of the natll%"e of information is the use of the
information received in counseling.
received according to Wayne Oates.

There are three types of information
One is ccmm:w::d.ty knowledge.

is privileged communication, Which is material that should not

'll1e second
quoted

'VJithout special permission of the individual or individuals vho have volunteered it.
and should

The third type is confidential or t1oon:fessionalt' information
neve~

l:>e told to anyone except by the person himself. The pastor

receives a volume of highly personal Womation; and he will need a good
memory, as tiell as a good forgetter, for some things. 61

Some of the people 'Mho come to the pastor for counseling should be
referred to the proper people; such as, a medical doctor, a psychologist,
or a psychiatrist.

A pastor must recognize his own ability and be l-1illing

to refer a client to someone else who is qualified.

Russell Dicks states,

"Referral is never interpreted as a lack of competence on your part. n62 A
pastor

not feel that he has failed i f he cannot handle eveey problem

'Which comes to him.

14illingness to refer a counselee to another member of

t1

the counseling team is a ma:t"k of professional maturity.~,63
Dr. Tyler stresses six characteristics of a good referral.

( 1) Make

the referral personal if possible; ( 2) introduce the counselee to the counselor yourself; (3) give clear infomation to the counselee as to where to

61o.ates, 9J2.• .d.;t.., P• 9o-92.

62Dioks, ~· ,m., P• 99·

3~ia.rramore, ~·

6

.aiii,., P• 104.
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go and lhen; (4) do not cammit the counselor ahead of time to a plan of
action; ( 5) see that there is no threat attached to the recOJm'ltendation;
and (6) let the counselee decide what to do, rather than arranging for h:im.64
Attar the referral, it is tdse to keep contact with the person.

The

pastor vrould do W&ll to have a reciprocal agreement of referral 1d.th professional or secular oounselors.65

'lhe resou.roe of prayer can be a helpful tool in counseling tiD.en it
is handled carefully and properly.

Dr. Oates, in his book, l'l:u\

i!A§.tor:, subuits se'n'!ral guides for the use of prayer:

Cb,;c;\st~

(1) an appropriate

atmosphere; (2) brevity; (3) relaxation; and (4) when the person voluntarily
asks for it.66

The use of the Scriptures is another resource in pastoral counseling
which should be utilized.

Sinoe the pastor knows his people, their prob-

1Eil11s and the Scriptures, he should be able to join the counselee and the
in an appropriate and needed plaoe. 67 Some of the same principles

for the use of prayer could be suitable for

64T<.rler, .QU•

m•,

application of Scripture.

P• 46-47 •

65aates, J?.U• ill•, P• 170.
66vJay:ne E. Oates, lb.~. .QJ.ri§t1im ,fa;rtor (PhUadelphia:
ister Press, 1964), P• 169-171.
67Hul.me 11 Jm.•

m•

11

P• 206.

The Westmin-

William Hulme asserts that

~1e

employment of Scriptures in counseling will

depend muoh upon the counselee~ as well as upon the nature of' his problem. 68
Scriptures can be vary easUy used for homework to help the counselee into
eloser communion ldth God and on to maturity, mioh is the goal of pastoral
counseling.

'lhe principles and practices of pastoral care and pastoral

coLI.ntll:t.L-

ing are closely interrelated because both mean involvement in interpersonal
relationships with people.
Pastoral care is as old as Christianity itself, but it has taken on
ne-vr aspects and new meaning in the last fifty years.

It is the over-ill

ministry of the pastor in communicating the gospel to persons in crises and
at t.lte point of' their need through the four ancient functions of healing,
sustaining, guiding, and reconoUing.
Pastora.1 counseling is a process in

~ihioh

the ps.stor

to help

individuals achieve maturity in facing the problems of l:lfe through the
above ancient .f'unotions of pastoral oars •
......"',,.,_...,_ of pastoral oara, other than preaohing, leading worship,
ehurch organi:1:ation and adntinistration, is t-v."'fold:
T~nieh

tho pttstor

people come to

pastoral calling, in

to the people; and pastoral counseling, in -v.ilioh the
pastor ..

Cotmseling in the pastoral ministry is v:i.ta.lly important.

Counsel-

ing strengthens the pastor• s ministry if he is trained adequately for it.
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The minister who counsels must understand himself fully 1 the processes ot the htll'llan personality, and Christian experience if he is to relate
himself and Christian theology effectively to others.
a good listener; one

The pastor must be

understands; and one who communicates aooept2.nce 1

understa.nding 1 and feeling..

If he gives himself genuinely, spontaneously,

and unreservedly, the minister idll be able to oormnttnicate effectively with
persons in all types of relationships..

The minister should recognize his

own limitations and advantages in counseling and pastoral care and observe
professional ethical standards.
Counseling is an activity and a process.

It consists more in 'What

the pastor is to people than what he says or does, or than in the application of set principles or teclmiques.
Goals in counseling td.ll vary
the

a.eo~rding

to different problems, but

goal of pastoral care and counseling is to help persons to ma-

turity in Chr'ist.

CHAPTER THREE

PRBUARIT.AL COUl\fSELING

ER 11 08A -- DIRECTED RESEARCH

IN THE MAJOR AREA OF THE
ltlORK OF THE CHURCH

CHAPTER III
PREMARITAL COUNSELING

Premarital counseling is veey important to the minister.

He seeks

to establish Christian homes and good working relationships with the people
of his parish for the ;years to come through premarital counseling.

Thus,

it could be said that premarital counseling is closely related to Christian
education and evangelism.
The minister must recognize this vital place of premarital counseling
in his pastoral work.

He must also understand the need for it, the approach

to it, the methods to use, and some of the problems with which he must deal.
Therefore, the purpose of this chapter was to consider these items.

I.

THE NEED

J. Kenneth Morris, in his book PmmariW Cmmaeling:

A Manual .t.oJ.:

m,nigt,ers, states:
1\Te may define a Christian marriage as one involving a Christian man and woman, each dedicated to his understanding of God's
purpose for him and to helping his spouse and their children to
achieve the measure of the fullness of the stature of Christ.
In a marriage that is truly Christian, both the husband and wife
will respect the developing personality of the other, aid its en•
hancem
, strengthen it wherever weak, encourage it in its goodness •••

It is a glaring fact that marriages today do not measure up to this
ideal.

Thus, the need for premarital counseling arises.

The Church, as well

as society, is dependent upon healthy marriage relationships.

When a marriage

1J. Kenneth Morris, Prgnar.ttal, Qmmaelma:s A MaJ;ma.l to.::. !Un~st.ara
{Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1960), P• 4.

is unhealthy, it will produce sick people who have sick minds and bodies.
'Iherefore, the minister bas the great responsibility and privilege to work
for the establishment of a Christian marriage and home which will develop
well-adjusted individuals both in the Church and society.
The great need for premarital counseling is evidenced in the following reasons.

First, many couples who approach marriage could never estab-

lish a Christian home vdthout the help of a minister because they have
never experienced Christian living in childhood.

Second 1 others approach

marriage unaware of childish personality traits still id.th them..

Person-

ality traits affect all aspects of marriage and are delicately adjusted.
Third, patterns of behavior in childhood, whether good or bad, that deal
with frustrations continue throughout lite.

Fourth, some couples face un-

resolved problems of jealousy and emotional immaturity, as well as other
points of friction and areas of adjustment.

Fifth, since there is an in-

crease in unhappy marriages, divorce, illegitimacy, and criminal abortion,
there is need for a preventive therapy.
Premarital counseling serves as a preventive therapy against these
above factors, unhappy marriages, and divorce.

The ministel" can do m.ueh

to help a couple analyze their points of friction and guide them to a better
understanding of themselves.

This is accomplished through the two functions

of pastol"al cal"e••guiding and reconciling.
ttpl"emarital counseling can help couples form marriages out of mieh
will issue mentally heal thy children who will be capable of developing wholesome, cl"eative l"elationships with others and thel"eby help build the Kingdom
o£ God..n2

I!..

THE APPROACH

Premarital counseling is that form. of counseling which centers
around the interpersonal relational-tip of a man and a woman, helps
them evaluate their relationship in view of their appxooaching
marriage and acquaints them with ways by t-7hich t.'l-.tey
build e.
happy and successf'ul marriage, o:r, in the light of the evaluation
of their relationship, results in their deciding against t.'lle marrlage .. :3
According to J., Kenneth Morris, ••Couples mo come for
counseling fall into four grou.ps:

p~rltal

( 1) emotionally mature individuals,

(2) the mism:atehed, (:3) the physieally siek and handicapped, and (4) the
neurotie .. tt4
Premarital counseling may often start early in the courtship period
and continue throughout the engagement.

It involves both counseling and

instruction to prepare young eou.ples for marriage by giving special attention to their religious, social, cultural, and economic backgrounds and
other specific needs; such as, homemaking responsibilities, a workable
budget, and sex..

Premarital counseling provides an opportunity for the

couple to talk out and ventilate their feelings about themselves, their
families, and their Slieethearts ..
Pl'el:ilariW conferences va:ry great-ly among pastors as to content,
num.ber of interviews, ways of being conducted, quantity, and quality.
ministers have only one counseling session 1dth the couple.
have three, six, and eight sessions.

:3
.Ib.id•' P• 1.5•

~.. , P• 26 ..

Some

other ministers

The most important thing is not ho1>r
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many
encouraging, and helps the couple to see the value in preparation for and
insight into mal"rlage before approaching it, he may be of great aid to the
couple and do far more for them than any test devised to analyze their

In general, it includes: ( 1) a revie"'r of the personal. and
femily baCkgrounds in an effort to locate the important
that
in:tlu.enoe marria.ge and avert avoidable misma.ting; ( 2)
a stuCJ.y of the characteristics of the person,
tGmperament,
diSt;osition,
othex• smotiona.1 inclinations and attitudes, by
means of interview and tests; (:3) specific sex instrootion
geared to clear up misconceptions, questions, and fears; (4)
guidance in the healthiest approach to marriage, its problems
and responsibilities as 'l}Iell as its possibilities for grot'1th
and development; (5) conferences and consultations 1<dth both
members of the couple, and separately at the discretion of the
counselor. Group conferences and classes in marriage and £emily
courses dso provide helps to the engaged oouplt'!t anticipating
marriage; (6) a thorough physical examination by a qualified
physioi.an .. 6

counseling w:t11 aid in the solution of problems and
dif.ficult areas of adjustm.ent before marriage and prevent many problems

1he pri:m.e goal of premarltal counseling is to help the couple evaluate their relationship in view of their approaching marriage and to help
them build a foundation for a happy11 su.ocessM, Christian marriage.

5John Charles Wynn, £s.ittsn:&l W»ti!t:c:r .t£1 FmniJ;l.~ (Philadelphia:
1he Westm.inister Press, 195'7) 11 P• 110.

6

EveJ..yn l·i. Dmra.11, and Reuben. Hill,
Association. Press, 1960), P• 1:32-1:3:3.

Ba:l.ns: Mi~ (New York:

4J

(1) to help the couple to better understand themselves; (2)

to help them better understand their future mate; (3) to help the couple

problaus;
not and to

( 4) to help them

knOll

Christ as personal Saviour if they do

t:":lem g:rolt spiritually. 7
premarital counseling interviews according

to Dr. Charles tiillia:m sta'i>rart.

'lhasa gm.Us are a.s follows:

First, the

minister sets in order the procedural details in ralat:l.on to the
ceremony; suoh

WJ!:jl,l,U.I.!I.g

and also

in!'orms them of the blood test, license, and waiting period.
to

Second, the

an appraisal of the couple,

reference to e>.motiorutl maturity and compatibility.

ihird, the minister

nomic, psychosocial, and religious phases of marriage..
couple to Christian living..

FotU"th, the minister

Finally, the minister

should open up areas of interpersonal interaction beb1een the couple 1vhich
may

e:qplored bef01~e marria.ge.B

couple in :marriage and fa.."!lily relations and not just dealing -vdth specific
problems as in personal counseling.

'?Quotation from seminar lecture, Dr. Clyde M. Narramore, "&mi:nu:
Premarriage Counseling," Hinson Memorial Baptist Church, Portland, Oregon,
February 27, 1967..
8
Charles t<lilliam stewart, .llul M1.n'-s1:.f!lr M H.amye CounMl2lt {Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1961), P• 51-52•

are

m~

a:v:ra.1~

minister

essentials of a good pastor-counselor.

of

even though

for he lilll undoubtedly be forced into counseling.
must
his

a good

his c.hi.'tdren,
and

family.

He must aooept himself' in order to

able to aooept others.
counseling t..h.at

in premarital, marital., or :f'ar11Uy oounseling.

'!he list of

(2)

(1)

relaxed but
(5)

e.nd attentive; (3)

a good

not; (6)

confidences;

(7)
( 9)

in mind the

of counseling vlhieh is to get

persons adjusted to themselves, to others, and to God.9

in the past that a pastor must
avoid as a premarital eounselor.

First, he must not function as a private

individual apart from his ehuroh leadership responsibilities of' family life
education, redemption, and guidance.

Second, the pastor

avoid. dis-

his responsibUity as a counselor by giving a book, especially in

the area of sex, to the couple to read.

Third, he must not function apart

from his role as a preacher, leader of worship, teacher, organizer, administrator, and pastor of the total .flock.10
III.

l..YETHODS

As it was stated previously, the content, num.ber, and ways of conducting interviews will vary somewhat depending upon the pastor's approach
and especially upon the couple and their need.

Sme couples kn01<1 the mean-

ing of a Christian marriage; other couples may know practically nothing.
The forms of conducting premarital counseling range from an hour' s
interview on the day before the wedding to a series of sessions beginning
several weeks or months prior to the wedding.
stQ;nart.

Dr. Charles

w.

stewart advocates a minimum. of three inter-

views in premarital counseling for the normal couple.

The first interview

is a ti.-ne of getting acquainted and centers around the romance of the couple.
He sees each one separately and then jointly.

In the second interview they

discuss a budget, family planning, and important values in life.

The third

interview is a joint interview in which they discuss their interests, how
to resolve conflicts, adjusting to difficulties, and the religious side of
marriage.11

10wa;yne E. Oates, f~'til far,d;gral ~ .m:u;l Co:tmsfil ,.ng (Nashville:
Broadman Press, 1958), P• 12•13.
11 ste'tn.rt, .Qll.•

m,. 11 P• 61.
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Dr. Clyde M. Narramore suggests six Monday evenings or

six sessions which are a week apart.

He says that there are eight major

areas wh.ieh should be considered in these six sessions.
areas are:

The eight major

(1) personality needs; (2) extra family members; (:3) finances

in the home; (4·) children in the Christian home; (5) sexual problems; (6)
spiritual factors; (7) ethics in marriage; and (8) crises in marriage.12
tm:tJ.esJ.se.

Harold L. Rutledge, in the book An lntr,gdugtw

.t.o. b.6,-

tgral Qrm.naelw edited by Wayne Oates, suggests using six interviews in
counseling engaged couples.

He stresses the importance of giving the oppor-

tunity for self-understanding rather than impartation of knowledge in early
interviews.

The interviews are as follows:

(1) informal discussion or the

beginning and development of the romance, family backgrounds, personality
traits, cultural and educational differences, and parent-Child conflicts,
closing with a personality test; (2) discussion of previous test and consideration of religious matters-personal and family; ()) general discussion
of physical aspects of marriage, loaning the couple two books·-:lba. I;lopj;.gr

Lewin and Gilmore, and suggesting that the couple see a physician before the

next

intervie~r;

(4) recapitulation, pointing out insights for the future;

(5) with the woman alone to talk of previous or personal matters; and (6)
with the man alone for previous or personal matters.1:3

12Narramore, .oR.• .o.1,t., "Seminar:

Premarriage Counseling."

1:3Wayne E. Oates (ed.),
~ugj;.ion ~ ft§;toral ~aeUmt (Nash•
ville: Broad.man Press, 1959), P• 276-279•

a
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J.. Kenneth r.1orris has found from experience that a minimum.

Mptti§•

o:f eight il'ltemews is necessary for each couple.
with the couple together.

The first interview is

Then there are at least three personal sessions

with each person, depending upon the needs presented by them.

The final

intervielr is another one with the couple together.14
~lhether

there are one, three, six, or eight premarital counseling

sessions, the important thing is liuat happens 1n each interview.

lirs Wet:.t;t.ew
The first interview with the couple is very important.
counselor must ask hi.111sel:f many questions.
:from. me?

"... the

'\\hat does this couple expect

No"t'ii that they are here, just what have I to give them?

shill I proceed?

And how

At what point are they in their courtship? ..... 15

Thus, it is important that the counselor have his materials ready,
be thoroughly prepared, and know mere to proceed when the couple arrives.
The minister should check also to see that the physical arrangements are
in order-...good ventilation, comfortable chairs, good light.

lie should also

see that it is quiet 11 private, and that there will be no interruptions.

He

needs to be prepared to take notes on the interview.
The minister must endeavor to set the couple at ease and establish
rapport as quickly as possible in this first interview.
should begin where the couple is.

14-t-torr:is, ~· .Slit•, P• 19.

i.5Md•, P• 29.

The discussion

The minister should encourage the couple

to do more talld.ng than himself.

u~~ether

they talk about money, education,

in-laws, friends, sex, heme or vocation, it is all closely interrelated to
their outlook on life and to what they consider to be of greater importance
in their plans for the future.'~16
first intervie'I;.T is the time to become acquainted wit.'tt the couple

tional ru1d cultural backgrounds,
marriage.

present attitudes toward life, their

ntis is an opportunity for the minister to disand flexibUities in their personal.ity traits.

T'Ae minister should discuss briefly the problem of divorce to impress
upon them the seriousness of marriage and that divorce is not the solution
to personality problems in marriage.

He also needs to

~~phasize

that a mar-

successful.
~lhen

couple to
books to

t.lte minister closes the first interview, he should remind the
a. physical examination (gynecologist for women), recOMmend

read, arrange for individual appointments with each, and possi•

bly close with pra~r.17

fltlonal

l.Jl.tl~

Personal intervie1-11 have a two-fold purposes

(1) to pt>ovide a per-

missive atmosphere where expression of feelings may take place and be

16aranger ~lestberg, fmmid..t.aJ. Couru;llini (New York: National
Council
the Churches of Christ in the u. s. A., 19..58), P• 20.
17Moms, -OJa• ill·, P• 60.
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disoussed objectively; and (2) to provide instruction in the natttre o:t the
Christian marriage.18
The personal interviews can be very :re-warding :tor the pastor since
they draw individuals closer to himself and make :tor a stronger pastoral
relatiom;hip.
There must be :nexibility
meet the needs and expectations of the couple.

The minister must be pre-

pared to give in:tomation, as well as to correct misinformation.

These in•

tarviews involve a mixture of directive, non-directive, and client-centered
methods.
~

Intema lf.1th COUlJlit
The last interrl.ew with the couple should

~rize

all the other

:intervie1-rs and introduce the couple to the religious and spiritual side of
marriage.

It is used to point out the spiritual values involved in a

Christian marriage and how they may be realized.

The wedding ceremony is

usually the focus of the discussion of religious matters •

.u:.s.e, .Q.t Bopks
The pastor often gives specific books to the couple in premarital
counseling to read.

These books, which usua.lly center around working

toward successful marriage harmony and happiness, are to supplement the
counseling and not take the place of it.,19

18~., P• 64.,
19 stewart, .QU• s;U.t,., P• ,58.

.50
A list of recommended books for a pastor' s library to be used in
reading assignrn.ents and as reference books in premarital counseling tdl1
be found at the conclusion of this paper.20

IV. ESSENTIAL AREAS OF CONSIDERATION

Personality needs are a vital consideration in premarital counseling.
1he minister-counselor need not be professional in the field of h'U!!la.n behavior and perscna.lity factors, but a certain amount of knowledge in this
area tdl1 greatly aid the effectiveness of his premaritaJ. counseling.
Some

the personal:!ty needs 'Which are important in good marital

adjustm.ent are lOV'e 1 security, safety, physiological (hunger, thirst, sex),
esteem or sense of personal worth, self•aoceptanos, adequacy,

self•

actualization or aohievement.21

1he main areas of greatest difficulty in marriage of working out adjustments s.re sex relations, spending the famll.y income, social actiVities,
in-law relationships, religious activities, and mutual friends according to
Judson T. and Mary G. Landis,.22

'lb.e order in 'Which these areas are considered

wi11 vary according to the couple and their needs •

./

20See Appendix H.

21Morris, .O.U• ~, P• 127-141.
22
Judson T. and Mary G. Landis, Bn;tJ~ A Sl.\SUtfi!S~ l1Ar:ri e (Third
edition. Engle1-10od Cliffs, Ne't>r Jersey: Prentice-l!all, Inc., 19.58~P• :3.56.
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J. Kenneth Morris has found from his experience that sex adjustment

is best taken up last since men and women are not accustomed to talking
about sex matters with a minister.

After they get better acquainted and

are more relaxed, the couple will feel more like discussing the area of
sex adjustm.ent.23

'~Although

sex is not the most important part of married life, its

place within the marriage relationship must not be minimized.

Happiness

and success in marriage are directly related to satisfactory sex adjustment.••24
The minister-c:u:>unselor needs to have a good factual sex knot>1ledge
and also cultivate a

~olesome

and an objective

attitud~

toward sex.

Through

premarital counseling the minister can seek to correct false ideas and wrong
impressions about sex.
Sex in ma.rriage is not merely a physical pleasure but an ex•
pression o:t pleasure in marriage itself. H~ver it
not 11 as
some have seemed to thin.'lc the only key to marital happiness.,
Marriage is a union of personalities and the sex relationship
is an expression and a symbol of that union. Hamony in personal relations aids physical hamony, and vice versa.25
~

XnwWst

~ntg,u,

developed by Dr. Gelolo 11oHugh and available

through Fa.'lfl.ily Life Publications, Inc. 11 6725 College Station,

Dt:u.iu~m 11

North

Carolina, is excellent material to be used in premarital counseling by

2

~orris, Ra• .sti't· 11 P• 14).

2

~.,

P•

157•

2-'teland Foster Wood and Robert Latou Dickinson, HAmQ,UJ!:
(New York: Round Table Preas, Inc., 19:39) 11 P• 51.
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pastors or professional people.

Form Y has forty-eight questions mich test

and measure one• s understanding of the human reproductive system and vocabu-

lary pertaining to sexual activities.
Form X or it may

used separately.

'Ih.is form can be used to Sllpplement
Fom X measures sex knowledge objeo-

tively through eighty multiple choice questions covering thirteen areas:

poor sexual adjustment; sex dreams; birth control; sterilization and ciroumcision; menstrua.tion; conception; pregnancy; childbirth; superstitions;
masturbation; veneral diseases; and the ef'f'eot of the menopause on sexual
life • ., 26 These £oms, Foms X and Y, provide disoussional openings oonceming sex knowledge and attitudes that v-rould not likely be brought up in
counseling intel"Views.
CS:Ui.UI.iAAS?.t' s

~~anYJill,

These materials are accompanied by the

Ha.uilu

which explains the questions and gives the answers.

The other materials available are:

(i) A Courtship Analysis, by

f1cHngh; (2) A Dating Problems Checklist, by McHugh; (3) A l<tarriage Adjust•
ment Form, by Burgess; (4) A Marriage Prediction Soh.edule, by Burgess; (5)
A !-:tarriage Role Expectation Inventory, by Dunn; (6) A Religious Attitudes

Inventory, by Crane and Coffer; and ( '?) A Social Competency Inventory11 by
Ba.nh.am. Zl
'1\m excellent books that a minister can give to couples in premarital

counseling in the area of sex are

~

ylitb,g:Wi

John Gilmore and A .D.Qgtgrt lli ll£riW tlll;i.de

m

~

by Sam.uel A. Levdn and

E!atitnt§ by Bernard R. G1-een•

blat.

26 stewart,

.QU•

,m. 11

Zl~ Kno.wle£1ia
Carolina.

P• ;56.

InvtntQW, Family Life Publication, Durham North
111
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One important thing is that the minister feel comfortable in discussing the matter of sex in marriage.

He needs to be able to discuss sex prob-

lams objectively so that he does not become emotionally involved or sexually
stimulated.
V•

COUNSELING THE NEWLY ~ifARRIED

Counseling the ne"£vly married is another great privilege of the minis...
The couples -vJho talk to the minister before marriage will find it

tar.

In premarital counseling there are three disadvantages mich the

minister must keep in mind:
a) It cOt!tes at a time 'tmen the couple is often preoccupied
with plans for the wedding, the honeymoon, and the future home.
b) Most of the potential problems discussed are still theoretical.
c) Due to the pNssure of the time the counseling is often
limited to only one session.ZB
Therefore, the minister should endeavor to build a relationship that
will be the prelude to :t."urther discussions in the first few years of ma.r-

riage.

The minister has this privilege and opportunity of guiding newly

married couples in building their marriage and family life on a strong
foundation.

He should take advantage of this opportunity.
VI.

sm~!MARY

Premarital counseling is vital and needed in the pastor's ministry
to help build and establish successtul Christian marriages and good working

relationships with the people of the parish.

It serves as a preventive

therapy against unhappy :marriages and divorce.
Premarital counseling involves both counseling and instruction to
prepare young couples tor marriage by giving attention to their religious,
social, cultural, and econa:nic backgrounds, and to other areas of adjust•
ment--sex relations 11 finances, in-laws, and mutual friends.

It gives

opportunity to the couple for ventilation of feelings.
Pre:marital counseling varies greatly among pastors as to content,
number of interviev1s, ways of being conducted, and the quality.

Some

:ministers have one session; other ministers have three, six, and eight
sessions with the couple.

Most important is \!hat takes place in them.

The prime goal of pramarital counseling is to help the couple evaluate their relationship objectively and to help them build a.
a happy, suooesstul, Christian marriage.

found~tion

for

CHAPTER FOUR

MARITAL COUNSELING

ER 1108B -· DIRECTED RESEARCH
IN THE MAJOR AREA OF THE
t-J"OR!t OF THE CHURCH

CHAPTER IV
MARITAL COUNSELING
Marital counseling is an inescapable responsibility, privilege, and
function of the parish minister.

'!he minister has a very uniqUE! relation-

ship to families sinee he performs the marriage ceremony and represents
the standards for Christian marriage and living.
To meet the needs of his families the minister must study
marital problems and become proficient in marriage counseling.
'!he Church allows him no alternative; nor should he seek one;
for when his people are in marital difficulties, his heart
should go out to them in prayer and earnest endeavor to help
them, by the grac, of God, to rebuild their marriage on a
solid founda.tion.l
The minister need not be a professional marriage counselor.

However,

he must recognize the vital place that marriage counseling has in his ministry and be adequately prepared to do it.
In its broadest sense, marriage counseling involves better preparation for and adjustment in marriage.

Samuel R. Laycock suggests:

Marriage counseling may include: ( 1) helping parents to develop
in their children a wholesome sex and family life; (2) general education for marriage consisting of courses for adolescents and young
people; ()) educating engaged couples for marriage; (4) premarital
counseling on specific problems--problems of differences of reli•
gious, racial, social, and economic background; (.5) bride-and•groom
courses tor couples who are building their marriage; and (6) marital counseling ot couples who have problems which threaten the
happiness and stability ot their marriag6.z

1J. Kenneth l.forris, H&r;r:L.Ige Q;unw~= A. Ma.nuiJ .;t;r. Hin:i.Ge&:i!
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), P• 11.
2

Samuel R. Laycock, P&rtszral Qm.msfilws .f!:u: Mental Re;lth (Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1961), P• 27.
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J. Kenneth r1orris says concerning the subject:
r,farriage counseling involves (a) instructing the couple before
marriage-premarital counseling; (b) helping couples to make adjustments in their marital relationShip ~en difficulties arise;
and (c) helping families enhance all ~e interpersonal relation...
ships within the family constellation.
John vl. Drakeford outlines the three areas of marriage counseling as
follows:
First is :grena;r;UpJ. This includes dating, petting, distinguishing between love and infatuation, sex attitudes, selecting
a partner, and any factor Which leads to marriage. The second
area is tnarUAJ , l'lhich has to do with the relationship bet'llil!llen
husband and wife, and includes sexual adjustment, planned parenthood, finances, in•laws, social life, and similar aspects.
The third area is tmUY counseling and takes inl{ all that is
involved in husband•wife-ehildren relationships. ·
Tha purpose of this chapter ",ras to consider the second phase of marriage counseling, as outlined by Mor-t'is and Drakeford, by dealing "Vdth the
need for, the approach to, the methods used, and some of the essential areas
of consideration in marital counseling.
I.

THE NEED

The need for the preparation and practice of marital counseling can•
not be overlooked.
reasons:

The reality of this need is evident in the following

(1) the deterioration of family life; (2) the increase of' young

marriages, criminal abortion, illegit:hnacy, and divorce; (3) unhappy marriages and separations;

(4) people seeking marriage counseling because of

3t1orris, ~ .Qit.,., P• 10.
4John 11/o Drakeford, CQWliNinst ~ Ch:!weh tftMel'!i (Nashville:
Broadman Press, 1961), P• 120.

Ul.l!llet needs; (.5) premarital counseling was not adequate when :f'aeing maladjustments in marriage (due to the lack of' the minister• s training); and
(6) the vacuum in the Church's program f'or helping people of the parish.-'
Morris feels that the only remedy for divorce, crim:tnal abortion, and
illegitimacy is through premarital counseling, adequate preparation f'or marriage, and Christian f'am:tly-lif'e education.

He declares:

For several years divorces in the United states have been
approaching 400,000 a year and legal separations are estimated
to number more than 2,ooo,ooo. But these figures tell us
nothing about the large number of unhappy couples separated
by mutual consent, some living under the same roof' while
occupying separate bedrooms. Nor do any of' these conditions
describe the loneliness of such couples 05 the unhappy influence upon the children in these families.
Therefore, the minister must realize the urgency of' this need and
prepare himself' to do marital counseling through private study, a reading
program, and if possible, clinical experience.
II.

THE APPROACH

The minister is a key person in marriage and marital counseling.
"The minister's own degree

ot emotional maturity and the success ot his mar-

riage are requisites for good counseling."?

These two requisites will aid

in guarding against transference and countertransference, which would hin•
der greatly the pastor's ministry in this field.

-'ttorris, _sm.. m.i•, P• 2-5.

6~., P• :;.

7J:bid., P• 24.

Transference is the
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arousal of' the client• s suppressed attitudes, :f.'eelings, and desires in the
counseling situation and the trans:f.'erring of' them to the counselor.8 Countertrans:f.'E!renoe is the arousal of' the counselor• s repressed desires and
f'eelings by the counseling process, and scmetimes t.'le tra.ns:f.'er&nce of' the
counselor's repressed f&elings upon the client. 9
1.he minister must resolve his own ma.rltal problems so he can be more
objective in helping a couple work toward a solution of' their problem.

Thus,

the minister is his own most ef'f'ective counseling tool if' he understands him...
s&lf and accepts his own subjectivity.
The minister needs to remember that marital counseling is not just an
additional job, but that it is a central part of' his total pastoral ministry
to give guidance to individuals and to :f.'amilies.
has several advantages and disadvantages.

In this key position he

These were discussed in chapter

The nature of marital counseling is exceedingly different than personal counseling for two reasons.

"First, two people are generally seen,

not one; and secondly, the client is the •relationship' between husband and
wif'e, that is the 1'1U.U'l"iage. tt10

8English, Horace B. and Ava Champney English, A Cmpmb~nsiie Diillgn9.! PUcbAlAat;iaal .and PSJrghoa:naJ.ld;;iQBJ. ~~ (New York: Longmans, Green
and Co., 1958), P• 562.
9~., P• 128.

.l.r.i)l;

ville:

10Charles William Stewart, lht. HWI:tisl:
Abingdon Press, 1961}, P• 79.

.u. ~ta.uiage

QQWlli!elQl' (Nash-
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The question might be raised then:
tal counseling?

flow does a pastor deal with mari-

Paul E. Johnson says:

situation is unique, and if no two people are identical,
it follows that no single procedure will be equally successf'ul
with everyone. As much depends upon the persone.lity and atti...
tudes of the counselor as upon the desires and abUities of the
persons lil1o seek oou.nsal. And of i l l situations that need
counseling, none is more intricate or difficult than marriage,
mioh. involves the deepest concerns of life entangled in the
most complicated mingling of emotions.11
The pastor will have to deal with eaoh situation in a different way.
However, there are underlying principles lilhich are similar to all types of
counseling that need to be followed.

These underlying principles of mari-

tal counseling, as suggested by Johnson, a.re (1) responsive listening; (2)
catharsis and acceptance; (3) the search for cause-effect relations; (4)
planning steps to take; (.5) practice in new ~rays of loving; and (6) gro1rt.b.
in faithful and forgiving love.12

The prime goal of marital counseling for pastors is to help the married couple to know and understand themselves better, to attempt to resolve
and work out a solution to their problems to the advantage of both, and to
achieve a happy, su.ooesstul, Christian marriage.
be to save the marriage.

The unoonsoiou.s goal may

"It should be said that the over-all goal of the

religious counselor is to help individuals to •~itoleness. ttt13

Essentially,

11Paul E. Johnson, :e.umoloa .Qf fJtstQW ~ (NashvUle:
Press, 19.53), P• 1,56.
12

~., P• 1.56-1.59.

13stewart,

.QJ;l.•

ill·, P• 81.

Abingdon
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the goal of marltal counseling would

the reconciliation and rebuilding

of the marriage.

six goals or steps in the counseling pro~ess are:
ment of rapport; (2) Reduction of hostility; (3)

(1) Establish-

of insight and

objectivity; (4) Reorientation; (.5) Development of nEr..r objectives and perspective; and (6) lmplementation.14
Narramore suggests sixteen basic goals in marriage counseling in his
book,

.lb..e. f~ol gg.y; til. Qcu.ms&l1W•15

There aro a number of factors involved in marriage counseling.
these vlhich the minister must consider are:

(1)

k:rlong

Attitude of the counselor;

(2} Counselor's identification 'tdth the counselee; (3) Opening the closed
mind; (4) Understanding; (.5} Classification of couples; (6} Community ·resources; (?) Influence of culture; (8) Legal information; (9) Medical information; (10) Psychological and psychiatric knowledge; (11) Economic practices; (12) Confidentiality essential; and (1:3) Physical arrangements for
counseling.16
According to J • Kenneth Morris, there are five classifications of
couples who come for marriage counseling:

1.
2.

Couples with rels.tively minor problems.
Cot:~ples who seem basically incompatible.

14an_u;y H. Mudd (ed. ), Hat:da.ra

Associa.tio..~ Press, 19.59), P•

Qgunsel;ing:

A Q&sil2ogk (l'Iew York:

4:3-4,5.

15Clyde r~. Narramore, ::tha, fE~YJmol~ .g;[ QQJ.miill:ini {Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing House, 1960), P• 185-192.
1

~orrls,

.tm•

m•,

P• 25-48.
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Couples in which both have been unfaithful.
Couples in conflict over child training.
Couples in which one or both spouses desire remttrl'ia.ge.17

There are a number of mistakes that a minister must avoid.

First,

hs must not underestimate the potential of doL"lg wrong in the best of people.
Second, he must not condemn or judge, for he should
kind of confession from anyone.

Third, the minister needs to

careful of

he must avoid the
wrong use of words and realize the imports.nce of semantics.

Sixth, he must

maintain a neutral position and not take sides.
'Ihe other mistakes to avoid which the m.inister needs spacial warning
area

playing God 11 sitting in judgment, allowing t.'lle counselee to become

overdependent, succumbing to flattery, and encouraging imrolvame:nt tdth the
oounselee.18
III.

!{E:'l'HODS

The person or couple -who has problems that are serious enough to oom.e
for marriage counseling usually need more than one interview to BlJ.eviate
the trouble.

In tum, the counselor cannot accurately appraise the situs...

tion until he has more time to evaluate the difficulties being expressed by

17

~.,

P•

3.5-38•

18~., P• 197-214.

the client or couple.

The counselor Should never accept or attempt to help

a client with problems beyond his competence.
R. Lofton Hudson suggests:
There is no rule of thumb :for when and whom and how often to
see counselees in marriage counseling. The personality of the
counselor and the maturity of the counselees must detsmine
these details. Two things can be said: ( 1) Try not to get
caught in the middle of the marital conf'lict with one or both
:feeling that you are taking sides. (2) Don't spend hours at
one time talking with the couple. Experience has proved that
this is not profitable. Limit the time and set a subsequent
time for further diseussion.19
Dean Johnson proposes the following aims or goals for the early

phases of counseling:

1~ h und.lrstrmd .:th.i. ~:l1mxt • m t:'lll'2:Snt ~aum. •••
2. lQ. undusti.nd .:tha. ma:nn~r in mi,s:;h lrhe. gJ.i,ent ll&i. pmxj.!.'.l'g.§ly
amlftaV'RrAd ;tQ bandl~ W. ;groblf!GI• •••
3· .l». undsl!ftNN .t.ba ru.tent• 11 ~ J2.t .:tha problem,. • ••
4. IQ UOOt?rstlmd lrha client' I mot;1,yaj;;1,gn fm:. meek:W h.llR,. • • •
5· h u.ndc~ lrha N.tent'lii emptJ.pn&J. mt~:t1onm. •••
6. h ends&YPr :tJa tmdlrmta.ml .tha cl1fm:t' Iii ~nt §1Wi:tion in
.tha l ;j,ghj. ,g.t ~ :t.sl:t.il go~. • •.
'7· lQ tmve &:t. & ~ ~w 9l. ~ ~:l1Bnt's mtnmdhm· ...
8. 12 ~ an ft&lJ.l.atton 9l. .tha ~ pr.p'Qlem.
9• h Aliri.b' iha ;grp]ila ltUh iha gli,enjj. • •. 2

o••

Rapport is essential. in the early phases of' counseling.

The chief

key to establiShing it is the counselor's attitude.

Ginfllrfl SldlJ §

~ Tec}lniQueg

There are several principles which are germane particularly to the
field of marriage counseling.

These are:

"(1) The principle of the worth

19R. Lofton Hudson, Mari.W Cpmastiling (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963J, P• 59•
20
nean Johnson, H&rrii&e. Counmi\U.inr~:: :Illeory and :em«Uoa (Englewood
Cliffs,
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961), P• 84-87.
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of human persona11ty. • .. ; ( 2) 'lhe principle of the treed am. of the individual
for sslf-detemination. . . . ; and (3) 'lhe principle of limitations . . . . n 21
Counseling techniques Which are helpful in marl tal counseling are
purposeful listening, asking questions, making comments, and silences.
Johnson lists the types of questions as follows:

Dean

(a) the clarifying ques-

tion; (b) the reflecting question; (c) connecting questions; (d) information...
gathering questions; and (e) confronting questions•
comments as:

He lists the types of

(a) reflective comments; (b) empathetic comments; (c) puzzling

comments; (d) enabling comm.,~mts; (e) connecting comments; (f) cont'ronting
comments; (g) interpreting comments; and (h) informative comments. 22

The initial interview is extremely important for it should be used to
establish an atmosphere of mutual eonf'idence and rapport and a working relationship.

It is an explorator;y interview which is controlled and directed

by the counselor, since he must obtain certain facts quickly w1th which to
aid the client. 23 The counselor must also help the client to understand
mat counseling is and what to expect :trcxrn. it in the :.f."uture•
In the initial interview it is best to see the couple jointly in order

to see how they interact and to give each an equal start in :revealing diffi•
eulties.

The pastor-counselor and the couple must locate or identif.y the

problem.

They must also perceive mere there has been a breakdown of

21~., P• 129•131.
22

~., P• 13.5-148.

23.JJ;;!,1g,., P• 61.
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communication and in role behavior bef'ore considering future steps to resolve this problem.
The initial interview is the time to make future plans f'or counseling or else f'or referral.

"It requires tact, patience, and conf'idence to

play it by ear and to be as helpful as possible in relating to two people
who obviously ha.ve a problem but may not understand ho"Vr they can be helped
or by who:m."24

'lhe temination of the interview should be decided only af'ter the
couple have achieved an understanding of themselves, their partner, and
tl1eir relationShip to the extent that they can fUnction satisf'aetorily in

If' the client f'eels the need for further counseling, it should be
clear that the minister is readily available and can be called for another
appointment.

A ref'erral to another more competent person does not mean that the
minister has failed.

It is important that it be done well.

Competence in referral is a. most important but dif:f'icult goal
for a counselor to achieve. It is largely the outgr~tth. of experience based on three primary factors: ( 1) a clear definition
of one's role and function as a. counselor; (2) adequate understanding of the client and his problems; and (3) skill in help->
ing clients accept referra1.25

24ri:udson, 9J£• .cQ.t.., P• 60.

25Ib1£., P• 182.
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If a pastor cannot adequately help a client delineate his problems
and help him resolve marital confiict, he should not hesitate to refer to
a reliable and competent professional counselor.

There are medieal 11 social

work agencies, religious, and ps7ehiatrie referral resources.
IV •

ESSENTIAL AREAS OF CONSIDERATION

••Families tom constellations in 'Which the members are held together
by the normal stress and strain of love, loyalty, duty, and authority produced by the constant interaction of their
the fa.'l!ily nmst

personalities.•~ 26 '!he ties in

strengthened and problen1s settled in order to create a.

strong, stable, h.e.ppy f'a:m.ily constellation.
Unfaithfulness, laCk of consideration, and divided loyalties add to
the strain and stress of the :f'a:m.i.1.y.

The counselor must also be aware or

the th:t'ee types of families--authoritarian, in 'Which the father is dictatorial., overbearing, and a disciplinarian; laissez-fairs, which has no eon...
sistent discipline; and the demoeratie, tdh.ich has

we~1.

recognized authority

in the
"In
fa:m.ily one
grew up.

counseling it is very important to know what type of
dealing with, and in tdh.at type of family the husband and wife

This may throi>r considerable light on their present marital

lems.n27

26r.forris, ,gp,.. ill·, P• 14,5.

2?~., P• 135·

pro~

6?

tion in marital counSt'tling.

J. Kenneth Mo:J:Tis says,

ft . . .

sex is a 'Wholesane,

God-given, natural expression of a basic psychological need of man.tt28

It

is essential that the minister have a Wholesome Christian attitude and
proper understanding about sex if he expects to counsel on this intimate
m.e.tter of life.
R. Lofton Hudson subdts that in marriage:

£1ost sexual difficulties fall into four categories: (1)
lack of agreement on the frequency of intercourse; (2) inability to respond according to onef s OWl'l or one«~ s mate's
concept
mat sex ought to be; (3) desire for se:xt.UU behavior which, for some reason, seems abnormal to the mate,
and (4) involvement by one m.s.te in an axtramari.tal rela•
tionship which is intolerable to the other mate. • •• 29
n'lhe sexual relation in ma.nia.ge should be an expression not only

needs to have a thorough understanding of this inti.ma.te
so that he can discuss it intelligently and comfortably.
If he

a proper understanding of sex

'W-ith his

should not have the problem of beocming emotionally in-

stimulated
talking to the opposite sex.

28~., P• 1?2.
29Hudson, Al'l.• .Qit,., P• 63.

J~orri.s,

a good, satisfying relationship

Ai'l.•

m. 11

P• 192.

discussing this ms.tter, especially "'Ohen
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The types of variations 1n the se::x:t.UU behavior of human beings are m.a.n;sr. The important point for ministers is that, once
offenses or misunderstandings have occurred, the problems must
be .faced in tems of more ss.U.sfactory relations in the future.Jl
The minister shoul.d have several good reference books on the sex
aspect of marriage that he can use if necessary as a supplement to his coun•
seling.

Good communication is necessary between a couple for good canps.nion!""
ship, understanding, and encouragement.

vhen couples come for marital coun-

seling, many times it is because the channels of c01:'!1lnunication betwe$n them
have been clogged or closed.

It is the pastor's task to reopen them through

counseling.
tti:mproved. COI:'!1lnunics.tion is one of the .first signs of a change in a
spouse and in the marriage relationship.

It is a def'inite indication of pe:r-

sonality change."32
Ccmmunication between the couple is an answer to loneliness, a way to
share, and a sharing of one's self.

Reconstruction of a marriage relationship is one of the major concerns
of a mi."lister-counselor.

ltJhen a couple come to the minister for help in

their marital difficulty, it is his privilege to help them come to an understanding of the redemptive power of God.
31Hudson, .AU• .oi.t.•, P•

6.;.

3~orris, .m;a,• .c.U,., P• 219.

If the minister can lead the couple

to a new life in Christ or to the point of self...forgiveness 11 then there is
real potential in reconstructing the marriage.
Through counseling the minister can help the individuals discover a
n{'3W self-image and their creative ability.

Creative activity in daily life

one key to rehabilitation.
However, not every marriage can be reconstructed.
minister-counselor may have strong conviction about the
indissolubility of marriage 11 but he must realize that all marriages cannot be saved. 'While divorce may not
the best solution, there are casas in lilhieh it appears to those involved to
be the only solution.33

point of no return.

Perhaps i f they had sought help in time, the marriage

might have been saved.••34 '!here are other couples lilho have been married
and divorced several times.
married.

Some couples were mismatched before they 1-1ere

If they had had premarital counseling, they might never have been

married.
'!he minister must have sympathy, understanding, and broadmindadness
with couples who are facing reconstruction or dissolution.

Charles stewart

feels that the minister need not aim at reconciliation every time.

'!he

minister should let the couple decide whether to remain married or not in
the light of the counseling process.35

33.Ib1f,1.., P• 279•

34.I1.21fi. II P• 272.
35ste't.1'8.rt, ,g;g,• .dt.· • P• 119.
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V.

SUMMARY

t,ia.rital counseling is another vital phase of the pastoral ministry.
The need for preparation and practice of marital counseling is seen in the
number of unhappy marriages, separations, and divorces.

The :minister must

recognize th:ts need and knolr how to meet it.
~'larital

counseling differs from personal counseling in that the coun...

seling relationship centers around the husband and wif"e instead or around
just one person.

Each situation in marriage counseling is unique, for no

tv:o people are identical and no single approach or method will be equally
useful with every one. 1,!uch will depend upon the personalities and atti•
tudes of both the counselor and the counselees.
The prim.e goal or marital counseling for pastors is to help the
couple come to a better understanding and appreciation tor each other, to
attempt to resolve the marital conflict, and to achieve a happy, successful,
Christian marriage.
There are several areas of essential consideration in marital counseling.

First, t.'lle minister must be at<1are of the

and try to strengthen the family constellation.
proper

undE~rstanding

and

1~olesom9

Christian

diffE~rent

Second,

attitudE~

must aid the couple in the area or oommunication.

hE~

types of families
must have a

about s9x.

Third, h9

Fourth, h9 must

realiZE~

t.f}at not every marriage can be reconciled or reeonstructed.

His a:bu is to

help the couple to resolve their conflict and to lead th9m to an understand•
ing of". the redemptive power of God.

CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY AUlD CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER V
SU£1MARY AND

I.

CO!~CLUSIONS

SUMMARY

'lhe purpose o:f' this intensified resea.rch vms to acquire knowledge
of the principles and practices of pastoral care
develop skill

counseling and to

the special areas of prel'llarital and marital counseling.

'lhe material :for this investigation tvas gathered fran four sou.t"'ces-documentaey material, lectures, correspondence, and personal interviews
a.nd discussions.
In Chapter II the basic principles and practices of pastoral care
and counseling wre surveyed.

It was found that these are closely inter-

related because both mean involvement in interpersonal relationships with
peoplE:~.

Pastoral care is as old as Christian!ty itself.

Pastoral care is

the pastor's over-all ministey in communicating the gospel to persons in
crises and

through the f'our ancient functions of healing, sustaining,

guiding, and reoonoUing.

Pastoral counseling is a

pastor seeks to help individuals achieve

nu:~.turity

in whicll the

in facing the problems of

life through the above ancient functions of pastoral care.
Chapter III was a brief survey of the various aspects and procedures
of

nr>•~1lti"1_

to it, the

counselL¥J.g.

The

:for premarital counseling, the approach

some essential problems of consideration in it
It 1-ms :found that premarital counseling is a vital and

neoessaey part of the pastor's ministry since he expects to establish and
buUd Christian homes and good ltorking relationships both in his parish and
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unhappy marriages and divorce.
tion.

It involves both counseling and instruc-

Premarital counseling varies greatly among pastors as to content

and number of interviews, "t>rays of being conducted, and the quality.

'Ihe

to help the couple evaluate their relationship objectively and to help them build a foundation for a happy, sue-

need :for

with in marital confiict were considered.

'!he need for marital counseling

is

separations,

divorces.
no set approach or method for counseling sessions.

The minister is

to resolve the marital conflict.

fdUSt

a good

listener and be able to ente:t" into the life of the couple to help t.'ltem

enter into tha:i.r

situation.

must. help

themselves, each other, and help them to achieve a strong,

Christian

CONCLUSIONS
1.

The mi:nister does not have a. choice in 'Whether or not he will

counsel.

His choice is whether he -vr:tll do

way or in

&'l

undisciplined

unskilled r,my.

a. disciplined

skilled

2.

It is not so much t.Jha.t the minister says or does in pastoral

ea.re and counseling as it is in 'What he is.

Th.e important thing is in ).;;}Ai.ng

rather than in doing.

3• The minister need not became a professional marriage counselor;
his role and responsibility is that of a spiritw.U. shepherd and counselor.
4.

In order to familiarize himself and keep abreast w.1th the basic

principles of psychology and counseling, the minister should

use of

every available means on this subject: such as, books, periodicals, seminars,
and elinica.l experience if possible.

5· '!he minister must understand himself fully 11 the processes of
psychology and human persona.lity, and Christian experience i f he is to relate
himself and Christian theology effectively to others through pastoral care
and counseling.

m•
1.

AREAS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

A study of counseling in the different age levels; such

children, youth, middle aged, and older persons.
2.

An investigation of the other areas of counseling; such as,

counseling the mentally and emotionally ill, the alcoholic, the anxiety
and grief sufferer, the physically ill, the dying, the unwed mother, the
hcmosexu.al, and the neurotic.
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APPENDIX A
LETTER TO FAMILY LIFE PUBLICATIONS FRCM AUTHOR

~'estern

Evangelical Sentinaey
4200 s. E. Jennings Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97222
August 24, 1966

Family Life Publications

North Carolina
Gentleman:
a senior graduate student at \lestern Evangelical Seminary this year
doing
intensified researCh
the area of Pastoral Counseling, with one section on premarital and marital counseling. A minister
friend of mine, Rev. \,filliam Erickson, suggested that I write to you for
a
materials entitled.
Knowledge Inventory.''

I

8.111

will

If you still have this, I would appreciate it very much :if' you would send
me a
of these materials :tmrrlediately on premarital and marital cotm.seling.

Thank you for your anticipated help. I will be anxiously awaiting to hear
from. you.
Sincerely yours,

/s/
David A. Rupert

8)

APPENDIX B

MINISTER'S

COUNSELI!~G

INSTITUTE

9:00 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • P~gistration
9:L¥5 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Devotional and statement o:r Purpose
10:00 • • • • • • •• • •• ill • ill • • ill • • • • ill • t•Counseling '.n:u~orles''
James Smith, Ph.D.
11:00 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • tt7b,e Minister and the Ps;ychiatrist"
Sidney Hover, r1iiiD.
12:00 • • • .. • • • " • • • " • • • • " • • • .. • • • • • .. • • • Lun<.".hson

1:)0 •• •

2:00 •

• • •

••

• • • "

.. .

• .. ., .. ..

"Cornm:tmity Soeial Semees"
Thousa1~d

• • • • • • • • •••• • • "The Distinctive Role of the !•!inister•~
o~aun Harris, Th.D.
)tOO ., • .,
.. • • "
2.. Counselil1g Interview
Rev. Harry Foshar
4:00 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • Panel Discussion
5:00 ••••••••
• • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • B!l'insdiction
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APPENDIX C

PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE MINISTEll-COID'JSEtOR
1..
2.

3·
4.

5•

6.
7•

a.
9•

10.
11.
12.
13.
1-4,.
1.5.
16..
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Love people tor what they are, not for "tt:hat they do
Understand his om emotional drives and problems
Be patient 1d.th human .frailty
a good listener
Display wam.th and friendliness
r~est his desire to be of help
Cultivate the mind of Christ that he may see through the taUures
of people to their real potentialities l>hen touched by the Spirit
of God
Have Christian marriage as his frame of reference
Have a broad background of training in the allied disciplines or
psychology, sociology, and anthropology
Have a sense of humor
Be able to take a professional stance in his counseling
Be objective, able to carry his ttproblem" people in prayer, but not
be em.otionilly involved and upset by them
relatively free from annoying traits and habits
Li.lilit himself to his om area of competence
Possess humUity
Realize that there is a solution to every problem in the mind or God
and seek together with the counselee to find that solution
Have self-und&rstanding
Recognize the need for the individual to direct his c.wn life and to
participate in plans concerning his l:U"e
Understand that people do not like to be stereotyped; that each
individual has a right to be different from every other individual
able to accept hostility and aggression, as 'ii1ell as love and
affection., as normal reactio:ns of human beings toward ona another
able to feel with individuals~' without feeling like them.
Understand that all behavior is purposive for tlte individual concerned
Be able to keep confidences

1J. Kenneth 1•1orris, l~i.fl t;oyns.t,linga A l:I&nn&l .;Co.t ~1i;o:i§:l;e.r£~
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hill, Inc., 1960), P• 20-21.

APPENDIX D
S~IIN.A.R:

PRliMARRIAGE COUNSELING
Dr. Clyde t~. Narramore
Feb~ 27, 1967
Hinson Memorial Baptist Church
Portland, Oregon

Training for Pastors in Counseling is provided at the Ns~ore Christian
Foundation, 1409 North Walnut Grove Avenue, Rosemead, California 91770.
Phone 288-7000,.

1.
2.
;.

4.

s training in one month ..
Five Courses a day; plus evening counseling.
ObseNe Counseling through windows every a.ftemoon at 3:00.
training period: July 5 - August.

INTRODUCTION:

1.
2.,

;.

4.

1.

2.

J,.

4.

Counseling is veey important inasnuah as you are
seeking
establish a. Christian home.
You are establishing a good working relationship for the ~ars
to came through pl"Gmarriage counseling.
si."{ r~onday evenings; or six sessions a -v~eek apart.
Th.ere a.re eight major topics which should be covered in these
sessions.

To help this person to better understand himself or herself.
(Pastors -vlh.o took course said tha.t it helped their self...
understanding.)
To better understand your future ma.te.
To learn before marriage to canmunica.te about i l l
of
marriage and its problems.
To know Christ as personal Saviour and to
spiritually.

(Counselor does not do much talking; he is a catalyst.)
EIGHT M&ZQR AREAi;t:
I.

PERSONALITY FACTORS:

Good personal!ty adjustment or traits affect all other aspects ot marriageattitudes toward sex, chUdren, etc. As an adult you act out "'ihat happened in
your childhood e;;q>erienoes. So provide a. structure which vd.l.l
canmunieation about their childhood.
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Questions to
1.

Ss;hg;l ~;dml~a (Easy to discuss and significant):

a.
b.
e.
2.

how many schools--elementary• high sohool
happy e.xparlences--athletics, off:ioes
tv:ro most embarrassing e.xparier:u:es in school

~=

a.

b.

c.
d.

~here were they raised?
tllhat education, h<n1 much?
tllhat wol"k e.xperiences?
parents• persona1lty?
nervous Mother?

a.

4.

5•

Happy experiences in the.
1. family outings
2. family devotions
:;. ~:ol"king with Dad {l>iom)
b. Adjustment of parents! divorces, separations, and other su.ch
things. (Jealousy, quarreling)
Qu;r.ront Ati.M:t~s:
a. \•hat pleases youi'
1. Being oomplimEmted
2. Showing
and consideration
:3.
you
te:l~ s J'""'U
b. \\!hat gets on your nerves?
1. people who talk too much
2. not putting things
3-. bad table :ntannars
l~. semeone ,.mo won't talk to me
M,jll§~

a.
b.
c.

d.

.ts1

One• s. ~:

l\hat causes personality clashes?
tl\lhat affect does spiritual conversion have 011 personality?
It ;rou could a.'ttange your mate, how
you go about it?
1. prayer
2. reading
:;. education
Lt-. o.h.ange yourself'
5• talking things over
t<Jhy is a man possessive of his wife?
1.
of insecurity
(Second Monday Evening)

Evaluate attitudes to\mrd their in-laws.
1. irho are two of your closest relatives? Men often have their brothers
or gl"a,ndmother.
2. How might these people encourage yo\U' mamage?

they interfere ~rl..th our marriage?
helpful
"'"'··~' . . . . """' your bills
mwr~..u.l,., too many decisions
of' difficulties ldth your in•laws?
in-laws
about living in
.:months?

3•

4.

5•

6.

The
1.

::mo11ey is important.
fill out a budget (for
you:r

o.

i~1at

d.
e.

r.

1.
j.

k.

1.

you
assets do

for

ero~~t~l.on

you ever tithed?
insurance?
or plan for savings?
Should a vr.U'e
the hon1e?
about moonlighting--having t-.ro jobs?
it
to entertain guests?
care of it r:tgl;.t at<Ta.Y•
accounts?

like

chil~n.

~T.,!'J!i.'llw-.ROY!A

7·

8.

time).

J..nlJOJ:l':le

\'lby not?
think.,

Because&

of

9· Fear of finances.
10.

11.

Physical incapaoity

possible defomit.ies.

Pregnancy.

you tvant-...boys or girls?

lf..

never have a chi.1d?

5• t.Jhat if you have an abnormal child?
6. Should ldfe work after a child is born?

soon
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7•
8.

9·
10.

t"lould you give :more affection to the child than to your :mate?
Pets in a heme?
Teaching spiritual tru.th to children, how do you do it?
Babysitters?

'lheir greatest needs center around attitudes to~ sex-these have
been years in the mrud.ng.
A. Factors Basic to Good SeJrual Adjustments!
1. Good personality adjustment.
2. A devoted life in Christ.
3. Emphasize the 't4holesomeness of sex. Christian above all else
should enjoy sex.
4. Positive attitudes toward sex.
S• A nomal desire for children, even if you don't have any.
6. Communication regarding sex.
7. Basic understanding of anatomical f'aets.
8. Privacy- very important, especially to "rtom.an.
9· Desire to improve one's techniques through the years.
10. Good health.
B. Bool!:s to Read#
1. ~ ~'.lithQlrl:;; ~-Lewin
2.

&xw;Q H&J.'mQ.llll: kl~g,a--Butter.f'ield

3· Oleok with Narramore's Enoyolopedia

c.

For a Pastor: Don't become a sex expert.
Birth Control: Encourage them to talk to a medical doctor about it.

1. Would you tell me l4lat spiritual experiences you have had? (Don't
aslc them, "lu·e you saved?")
2. ttJhat quest,ions do you have about spiritual mat~rs?
3• How do JrC'ilr friends :L"'lf'luence your spiritual life?
4. \Vhat about Christian :magazines?
5. tvnat about Christian music?
6. Have you ever led family devotions? How would you conduct them?
SUggest books along this line.
7. Church support and attendance?
8. Stewardship?
9. Recreation--can't separate spirituality fr('!l!l recreation. (Much
easier to have devotions ldth son after playing ball, etc., with hL'I'ft.)
10. Establishing a program for spiritual development.
a. daily Bible reading
b. daily prayer
e. fellowshiP with believers
d. Christian~ books and music
e. witnessing
£,. attending same church

VII ..
A.

~r

1.
2.

3•
4.

s.

6.
7.

Criticism ili. private.
Reasonable courtesy at all ti.l'lles ..
Absolute loyalty.
Hold
confidence personal
togathe:r.--'f•:iOl"k a.s ec
Inf'ol"m each other about schedules.,
ti:me to

B. JJDn't&:

a car a.1one
'"'"""''"'""' girl or

1.

disloyalty.
in pu.blie or your

Ao

Causes:
1.. Too young
2. Il'lll:Uatu.rity

).
to
4. Financial

s.

6.

?.

011e 'OaJI:"enL c.

a

or :mal'fl.l)etr

B. ....u--....,... :i.ntel•f'erenee

10.
11.
12 ..

13·
B.

Dis-similar interests
separations
:mnotional

14.
recreation
Procedures in a Crisis:
1.. Discussion--talk it over
2. Strengthen your spiritual· life
J,
a Christian friend or
4.. Pro:fessiona.1 counseling

in public.
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QUESTiot~S

.flJ:G
1.
2.

).

4.
.;.

6.

'l·
8.
9·
10.

2.

3.

.5•
6.
7.
8.

~WI

1~an 't7e:t"e

are you sure Bob is the right person?
Have you ever
engaged before?
Do you have the sm11e interests? t>..hat do you do on dates?
How do you and your parents get along? Do they both approve of Bob?
How do you
along with Bob• s ·parents?
How about
you both discussed the matter openly so as
to understand the otl.1.er?
Have you
a:n
on the size of your family and tmen you
want your first baby?
Have you seen your doctor for a physical examination for proper con•
traceptive material and information?
Do you und.erstand the purpose of sex in human life? Do you plan to
be :f.'aithtul to
in your rtu.trriage 1 Ho-vr important is sex and sexual
compatibility to you in the total marriage rels.tionship?
Do
questions of me?

Sacon£,1.

1.

FOR PRJ:!l{ARITAL COUNSELING

IrG,e~;Yw:

Hol-T much 1noney should you have before you :marry?
'What is your total prospective income, including your wife's i f
contemplates working?
t<ha.t standard of living have you been used to :L'l'l living 1dth your
.,..,, ..............._,., or on your own income?
mat and by
plan? liill you use the dole, the fandly
treasurer, a division of
responsibilities, a budget, or a
joint
account?
t.J11at is
long-range policy on housing? l>Jlll you rent, buy, or
build?
a source of unbiased
Vllat are your life insurance plans? Do you
information?
outside the home after m"'"'_-_.._-J..,,_.,_.,
If
Do
to
this affect your ~.,,1,ia-t~J.'i".
the prospect of ~1ary' s having a vocation after the
ohildren are grown? How will she prepare for this?

!tbix:Q ~)it$
1. Have you two had any spats since yoU%1 engagement? If so, what happened?
'Vho apologized
worn? l~o has the W;'"O:rst temper and l.fuo has to submit
to 1mm?
2. Are either of
interested in changing the other person after you are
:marri~?

).

4.

!Jhen can you aoeept each other as you are?
Is either of you excessively dominati.'l'lg or subrl:ssive?
boss in the house?

'!tho

to be
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5.. Hot,l adjusted are you? Can you give as well as take? Can you share
6..

7•

a.
9.

ha:t"d:ships and difficulties as well as joys?
F!ave either o:r you ever walked out on the other? \>hat
you do for
an "escape hatch" when tempers are hot? And tiOUld you seek help :from
a counselor if your marriage relationships were ever threatened?
't'Jhat does religion mean to you and to your marriage at the present
time?
t.Jhat do you plan to do regarding religious practice in your home. and
the religious education of your ch:U.d.ren'l
Do you plan to attend the sa."'!le church? and if so, t.mioh one?

.APPENDIX F
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Appendix B
PREMARITAL, MARRIAGE, AND FAMILY
COUNSELING RESOURCES

Counseling facilities in your community may be reco111mended by your
physician, your pastor, your lawyer, social agency, or community organization. In general, it js wise nQt to consult persons who advertise their
se.rvices as marrilige counse ors without first chec.king their sta ndin g with
your local. welfare council or County Medical Society. If your own co mmunity seems to lack the resources you seek, you may find adequate
facilities near you by writing one of the national organizations able to
recommend competent counseling resources in your area :

American Association of Marriage Counselors,
In c., 104 East 40th Street, New York 16,
N.Y. Has more than one hundred registered
members who come up to established standards for competent marriage counselors. One
or more may be not too far from you.
American Institute of Family Relations, 5287
Sunset Boulevard, Los Angel es 27, Cal.
Maintains a full compl ement of services at
th e Los Angeles headquarters, and has regional cons.u ltants across the country available for marri age and family counseling.
American Social H ealth. Assodation, 1790
Broad way, New York 19, N .Y. This agency
with central interests in marriage and family
life has a fi eld and professional headquarters
staff, in contact with many qualified counseling resources across th e United States.
Council of I eu;ish Federations and W elfare
Funds, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York 19,
N.Y. Local Jewish organization' may consult
with the nati onal staff on special problems
and faciliti es for counseling and family service in the area.
Family Service Association of America, 215
F ourth Avenue, New York 3, N.Y . There are
267 authorized member agencies listed by
states in th e Directory of Mcm tber Agencies·
published from tim e to tim e by the F ami ly
Service Association , to whom you might
writ e for th eir recommended counseling resource nearest you.

National Association for Mental H ealth, Inc. ,
10 Columbus Circle, New York 19, N .Y.
Maintains contact with mental health ana
gui.d ance resources throughout the United
States; publishes at intervals Outpatient
Psychiatric Clinics; and refers inquirers to
·nearest counseli ng or gu idance facility .
National Catholic W elfare Con ference, Family
Life · Bureau, 1312 Massachusetts Aven ue,
N.W., Wa~hin gto n 5, D .C. You~ parish priest
may be able to direct you ei th er to a PreCana Conference (for about-to-be-married
cou ples), Can a Conferenc<· ( for youn g married couples), or to a special individual
co uns eling reso urce recommended by th e
F amily Life Burea u.
National Coun cil of C luirclu's uf C hrist in th e
U.S .A., Departrncr.t of Famil y Life, 475
Riv erside Drive, New York 17, N.Y. Your
pastor may want to co nfer with the nation al
staff on counseling reso urces in your area to
supplement what he can d o for you in premarital , marriage, and fam ily counseling.
Planned Paren th ood Fed eration of America,
In c., 501 Madison Avenu e, New York 22,
N.Y. The national headquarters of the
planned parentho od movement can direct
you to the uca rcst clinic, where premarital,
marriage, a nd family co un seling, as well as
specific birth con trol and infertili ty servi ces,
is available.

1Evelyil M. Duvall and Reuben Hill, Bein~ Narried (New York:
ciation Press, 1960) , P• 4)2.

Asso-
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In the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.

Amen.

DECLARATION OF INTENTION
b-le

and

do solemnly declare that we hold marriage to be a lifelong union of husband
and wife *(tdth the complete sharing of body, :mind and spirit in a cell of
Christian love) as it is set forth in the form of Solemnization of Holy
:t-!atrimony in the Book of Common Prayer *(or in Holy Scripture).
We believe it is for the purpose of mutual fellowship, encouragement, and
understanding, for the procreation (if it may be) of ehUdren, and their
physical and spiritual nurture, for the sa:f'eguarding and benefit of
society.
And we do engage ourselves, so far as in us lies, to make our utmost effort
to establish this relationship and to seek God• s help thereto.

Signature of husband

Signature of wife
Date ------------------------------~~~---------------------*This portion in parenthesis is not a part of the official Declaration of
Intention.

J. Kenneth Morris, Ma~a MQ.l.\USel~i: A Ha.nu•l .1:m: ~Ws'tf;lr.s
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), P• 70.

1
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SUGGESTED
LIBRARY ON PREMARITAL COUNSELING
Butterfield, Oliver. :;~txual Ha,msmy in Ha.nia.a;a.
Books, Inc., 1953.
Duvall, Evelyn M. and Reuben Hill.
ciation Press, 1960.

Nelr York:

:&ina; H&ttie,g.•

Greenblat, Bernard R. A Dggt,o;r;:' i ~tal
Budlong Press Company, 1964.

G~ ~

&arson

New York&

Asso-

Wmt§•

Chicago:

Landis, Judson T. and Mary G. BJ.1.ilding .&.. S:u,ggguast.W... l'fa.rri&ia• 'lhird
edition. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hill, Inc.,

19.58·
Laycock, Sa.'lluel R. Psuttoml Counseling; :!!itJ;:. l:feD:taJ. Iigua.l;th..
Abingdon Press, 1961.
Lewin, Samuel A. and John GilMore. ~ lii;.thouj. EM.r.•
~1edical Research Press, 1950·
McHugh, Gelolo.
Knm:~lQdge In~o;,zy:.
Family Life Publicat:tons, 1950•

Dllrham,

Nashville:

New York:

l~o:rth

Carolin1u

Horris, J .. Kenneth. f:t:i'IWU!;i.ial QQJJll§slingg A Hrmnal ls2r, W-.n~starA
EhgleiffOod Cliffs, llew Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. t 1960.
Peterson, Jar~tes A. IQ)m:rd &. S:u,gs;;sssf.ull®ni.fggh
Sorir;ner's Sons, 1960.

York:

atta.ll, Dud.ght Hervey. Dei:i.m ~ Ciu:~s:~ti&n ~AAWUfll•
Jersey: Flen1ing H. Revell Compm1y11 19.59•

li.Jestl-rood, New

\rlestberg, G:ra.nger. l?mw;t:ta.J Cmmselw• New York:
of the Churehes of Christ in u. s. A., 1958.
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